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Abstract.
Future observations of cosmic microwave background (CMB) polarisation have the po-
tential to answer some of the most fundamental questions of modern physics and cosmology,
including: What physical process gave birth to the Universe we see today? What are the
dark matter and dark energy that seem to constitute 95% of the energy density of the Uni-
verse? Do we need extensions to the standard model of particle physics and fundamental
interactions? Is the ΛCDM cosmological scenario correct, or are we missing an essential
piece of the puzzle? In this paper, we list the requirements for a future CMB polarisation
survey addressing these scientific objectives, and discuss the design drivers of the CORE
space mission proposed to ESA in answer to the “M5” call for a medium-sized mission. The
rationale and options, and the methodologies used to assess the mission’s performance, are
of interest to other future CMB mission design studies. CORE has 19 frequency channels,
distributed over a broad frequency range, spanning the 60–600 GHz interval, to control astro-
physical foreground emission. The angular resolution ranges from 2′ to 18′, and the aggregate
CMB sensitivity is about 2µK.arcmin. The observations are made with a single integrated
focal-plane instrument, consisting of an array of 2100 cryogenically-cooled, linearly-polarised
detectors at the focus of a 1.2-m aperture cross-Dragone telescope. The mission is designed
to minimise all sources of systematic effects, which must be controlled so that no more than
10−4 of the intensity leaks into polarisation maps, and no more than about 1% of E-type
polarisation leaks into B-type modes. CORE observes the sky from a large Lissajous orbit
around the Sun-Earth L2 point on an orbit that offers stable observing conditions and avoids
contamination from sidelobe pick-up of stray radiation originating from the Sun, Earth, and
Moon. The entire sky is observed repeatedly during four years of continuous scanning, with
a combination of three rotations of the spacecraft over different timescales. With about 50%
of the sky covered every few days, this scan strategy provides the mitigation of systematic
effects and the internal redundancy that are needed to convincingly extract the primordial
B-mode signal on large angular scales, and check with adequate sensitivity the consistency of
the observations in several independent data subsets. CORE is designed as a “near-ultimate”
CMB polarisation mission which, for optimal complementarity with ground-based observa-
tions, will perform the observations that are known to be essential to CMB polarisation
science and cannot be obtained by any other means than a dedicated space mission. It will
provide well-characterised, highly-redundant multi-frequency observations of polarisation at
all the scales where foreground emission and cosmic variance dominate the final uncertainty
for obtaining precision CMB science, as well as 2′ angular resolution maps of high-frequency
foreground emission in the 300–600 GHz frequency range, essential for complementarity with
future ground-based observations with large telescopes that can observe the CMB with the
same beamsize.
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1 Introduction
In the past few decades, the field of cosmology has undergone a period of dramatically rapid
progress in which a standard model of cosmology has emerged, ΛCDM. The precision with
which this model has been constrained has been largely driven by studies of the anisotropies in
the cosmic microwave background (CMB). However, despite impressive advances, many open
questions remain. Did the very early Universe undergo a phase of inflation – an accelerated
expansion period in which macroscopic primordial inhomogeneities were seeded from local
quantum fluctuations – and if so, what are the physical mechanisms and the fields responsible
for inflation? What is the nature of the elusive dark matter and dark energy that seem to
constitute more than 95% of the matter-energy density in our observable Universe? Are
the apparent large-scale anomalies observed in CMB temperature maps by the WMAP and
Planck space missions a signature of deviation from isotropy and homogeneity, or a statistical
fluke? Is there new physics at play in the Universe, beyond the standard model of particle
physics and fundamental interactions? Is the overall ΛCDM cosmological scenario correct,
or are we missing an essential piece of the puzzle?
Answers to these questions can be found in additional observations of the CMB, the
relic radiation that was last scattered when the Universe was about 380,000 years old and
became cold enough that the primordial plasma of light nuclei and electrons combined into
neutral atoms, mainly hydrogen and helium. In the process, the Universe became transparent
to radiation, so that CMB photons became free to propagate. Hence when we observe them
today they carry an image of the Universe at this recombination epoch, which encodes a
wealth of information about the early Universe and about the interactions of CMB photons
on their paths towards us. The Planck space mission has extracted most of the information
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in the primordial CMB temperature anisotropy power spectrum (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016a,e). However, the sensitivity ofPlanck to CMB polarisation – about 50µK.arcmin (i.e.,
a noise level of 50µKCMB
1 per pixel of 1 square arcminute solid angle) – was not sufficient
to extract all of the information that can be obtained from CMB polarisation. The near-
optimal exploitation of CMB polarisation signals requires measurements at the level of a few
µK.arcmin or better, i.e., at least an order of magnitude better than achieved by Planck .
The scientific importance of measuring CMB polarisation has stimulated a huge amount
of activity in the CMB community. A number of suborbital experiments have been or are
being deployed, with the objective to either detect primordial CMB polarisation B modes
generically predicted in the framework of inflationary models, (as recently reviewed in Ref.
Kamionkowski and Kovetz 2016), or B modes due to CMB lensing (Lewis and Challinor
2006), or both. However, it is widely accepted that a space mission will be necessary to fully
exploit the scientific potential of CMB polarisation.
Several concepts for next-generation space missions have already been presented in
answer to calls for proposals by space agencies throughout the world. In Europe,COrE+ was
proposed to ESA in January 2015, but was evaluated as incompatible with the technical and
programmatic boundary conditions of the M4 call, which had an unusual schedule and tight
budgetary constraints. COrE+ followed a previous proposal, COrE, submitted in December
2010 (The COrE Collaboration et al. 2011), and the B-Pol concept (De Bernardis et al. 2009),
proposed earlier within the same programme. A French small satellite mission, the SAMPAN
satellite, was proposed to CNES and underwent a preliminary feasibility study with CNES
and industry in around 2006 (Bouchet et al. 2005). A Japanese satellite to study CMB
polarisation, LiteBIRD, was proposed to JAXA in 2008 and is undergoing a study phase in
Japan in collaboration with a team from the United States (Ishino et al. 2016; Matsumura
et al. 2014). In the US, a mission concept study called EPIC/CMBpol was carried-out under
a NASA contract in 2008–2009 (Bock et al. 2008, 2009), and an initial study is underway
for a “Probe-class” mission currently called CMB-Probe. A different concept, PIXIE, using
a Fourier transform spectrometer to observe in 400 narrow frequency bands between 30 GHz
and 6 THz with only four bolometric detectors, has been proposed to observe not only CMB
polarisation, but also measure spectral distortions of the background (Kogut et al. 2011,
2016). A comprehensive mission, PRISM, with a very broad science case, comprising both
CMB polarisation and spectral distortions, was proposed to ESA in 2013 as a possible large
mission, to be launched in 2028 or 2034 (Andre´ et al. 2014; PRISM Collaboration et al. 2013).
None of these proposals is selected yet, but the number of proposals testifies of the strong
interest of the scientific community for a future CMB space mission.
These mission concepts all propose to observe the sky at millimetre to sub-millimetre
wavelengths, but differ in sensitivity (by a factor of up to 10), angular resolution (by a factor
of up to 20), frequency coverage (with νmax/νmin ranging from 5 to 200), number of detec-
tors (from 4 to more than 10,000), number of frequency bands (from 5 to 400) and orbit
(from low-Earth orbit to the Sun-Earth L2 Lagrange point). These differences arise from:
mission-specific science targets; varying assumptions about the plausible level and complex-
ity of foreground astrophysical emission and about the range of frequency bands required to
clean CMB maps from astrophysical contamination; and programmatic and budgetary con-
straints imposed by the calls for mission concepts by space agencies, which lead to inevitable
compromises.
1In CMB thermodynamic temperature units; we will drop the “CMB” subscript henceforth.
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In this paper, one of a series dedicated to the preparation of a post-Planck CMB space
mission, we discuss the performance requirements and the possible design of a future space
mission concept that will observe CMB polarisation, in order to shed new light on cosmology,
and that can be implemented as an ESA medium-size mission to be launched before 2030.
This paper is part of the “Exploring Cosmic Origins (ECO)” collection of articles, each
describing a different aspect of the Cosmic Origins Explorer (CORE ), recently proposed to
ESA in answer to the “M5” call for a medium-size space mission within the ESA Cosmic
Vision Programme. We discuss the design drivers and the various options, and present
the expected performance and scientific impact expected from the mission. We compare
the CORE design with that of other proposals, and discuss the pros and cons of the various
options. A number of relevant questions are addressed in companion papers, which investigate
in more detail: the scientific case for the mission (Burigana et al. 2017; Challinor et al. 2017;
CORE Collaboration et al. 2016; De Zotti et al. 2016; Di Valentino et al. 2016; Melin et al.
2017); its ability to address contamination of the observations by astrophysical foreground
emission (Remazeilles et al. 2017); data analysis techniques that can help mitigate systematic
effects (Natoli et al. 2017); and the design of the instrument (de Bernardis et al. 2017).
2 Overview of CORE
The CORE mission concept proposed to ESA in answer to the “M5” call is a polarimetric
imager that will observe the sky in 19 frequency bands between 60 and 600 GHz, at an angular
resolution ranging from about 2′ at 600 GHz to about 18′ at 60 GHz. CORE is focussed
on CMB polarisation, aiming at exploiting the scientific information that can be extracted
from CMB polarisation E and B modes. One of the key science targets is the detection,
precise characterisation, and scientific exploitation of CMB polarisation B modes, both from
inflationary gravitational waves and from the gravitational lensing of last-scattering surface
CMB E modes by large-scale structure along the line of sight (section 3). Figure 1 gives a
view of how well CORE will measure E and B modes, and specifically primordial B modes,
for a tensor to scalar ratio r of 0.01 or 0.001. It also illustrates the relative importance of
various sources of error in polarisation measurements, and in particular the need for accurate
component separation on all angular scales to fully exploit the CMB polarisation signals over
a large fraction of the sky. Indeed, over 70% of sky, Galactic foreground emission at 130 GHz
dominates over noise at all scales down to about 12′ (` ' 1000), and is larger than E-mode
sample variance in bins of ∆`/` = 0.3 at all scales. It also dominates over lensing B modes at
all scales for large sky fractions. The severity of foreground contamination would be reduced
if we restrict ourselves to exploiting only the cleanest part of the sky: over 5% of sky, the
amplitude of foreground contamination is reduced by an order of magnitude in amplitude, so
that at 130 GHz it dominates over noise only on scales larger than about one degree. Over
such a smaller patch of sky, however, cosmic variance of E modes or B-modes is significantly
increased.
The instrument uses an array of 2100 cryogenically cooled, broad-band, polarisation-
sensitive Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KIDs) at the focus of a 1.2-m aperture crossed-
Dragone telescope. The full array yields an aggregate CMB polarisation sensitivity of about
1.7µK.arcmin (Table 1). Frequency channels are chosen to cover a frequency range sufficient
to disentangle the CMB from astrophysical foreground emission. Six frequency channels
ranging from 130 GHz to 220 GHz are dedicated primarily to observing the CMB. The in-
dividual sensitivity of each of these channels is comparable to the level of CMB lensing,
– 3 –
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Figure 1. CMB polarisation angular power spectra CEE` (dark blue), C
BB
` from gravitational lensing
of E modes by large-scale structure (orange), CBB` from inflationary gravitational waves r (purple,
for two values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio), and total CBB` for r = 0.01 (black). Two fundamental
sources of error for measurements of these power spectra with CORE are shown for comparison:
expected noise level (light blue); and average foreground emission over 70%, 20%, and 5% of the sky
(grey bands, from dark to light). Each of the grey bands shows the span of foreground contamination
from 130 GHz (lower limit of the band) to 220 GHz (upper limit). Uncertainties in power spectrum
estimation over bands of ∆`/` = 0.3 coming from E modes and noise sample variance (representative
of the level at which errors must be understood to take full advantage of the survey raw sensitivity) are
shown as dotted lines. The error bars on the primordial B-mode spectra for r = 0.01 and r = 0.001,
corresponding to 1σ in bins ranging from ∆`/` ' 0.2 (for r = 0.01, at low `) to 0.75 (for r = 0.001),
illustrate the sensitivity that will be achieved for inflationary science assuming perfect component
separation over 70% of sky and reduction of the contamination by lensing using small-scale CMB E
and B modes measured by CORE .
of order 5µK.arcmin in polarisation. These sensitive observations at different frequencies
allow for cross-comparison and cross-correlation of independent CMB maps to characterise
foreground residuals and noise properties. Six channels from 60 to 115 GHz mostly serve
to monitor low-frequency and astrophysical foreground emission (polarised synchrotron, but
also free-free and spinning dust in intensity, and in polarisation if required). In sky regions
where synchrotron is faint these channels can contribute to CMB sensitivity as well. Seven
channels ranging from 255 to 600 GHz serve to monitor dust emission, and to map cosmic
– 4 –
Channel Beam Ndet ∆T ∆P ∆I ∆I ∆y × 106 PS (5σ)
[GHz] [arcmin] [µK.arcmin] [µK.arcmin] [µKRJ.arcmin] [kJy/sr.arcmin] [ySZ.arcmin] [mJy]
60 17.87 48 7.5 10.6 6.81 0.75 −1.5 5.0
70 15.39 48 7.1 10.0 6.23 0.94 −1.5 5.4
80 13.52 48 6.8 9.6 5.76 1.13 −1.5 5.7
90 12.08 78 5.1 7.3 4.19 1.04 −1.2 4.7
100 10.92 78 5.0 7.1 3.90 1.20 −1.2 4.9
115 9.56 76 5.0 7.0 3.58 1.45 −1.3 5.2
130 8.51 124 3.9 5.5 2.55 1.32 −1.2 4.2
145 7.68 144 3.6 5.1 2.16 1.39 −1.3 4.0
160 7.01 144 3.7 5.2 1.98 1.55 −1.6 4.1
175 6.45 160 3.6 5.1 1.72 1.62 −2.1 3.9
195 5.84 192 3.5 4.9 1.41 1.65 −3.8 3.6
220 5.23 192 3.8 5.4 1.24 1.85 . . . 3.6
255 4.57 128 5.6 7.9 1.30 2.59 3.5 4.4
295 3.99 128 7.4 10.5 1.12 3.01 2.2 4.5
340 3.49 128 11.1 15.7 1.01 3.57 2.0 4.7
390 3.06 96 22.0 31.1 1.08 5.05 2.8 5.8
450 2.65 96 45.9 64.9 1.04 6.48 4.3 6.5
520 2.29 96 116.6 164.8 1.03 8.56 8.3 7.4
600 1.98 96 358.3 506.7 1.03 11.4 20.0 8.5
Array 2100 1.2 1.7 0.41
Table 1. Proposed CORE frequency channels. The sensitivity is calculated for a 4-year mission,
assuming ∆ν/ν = 30% bandwidth, 60% optical efficiency, total noise of twice the expected photon
noise from the sky and the optics of the instrument being cooled to 40 K. This configuration has 2100
detectors, about 45% of which are located in CMB channels between 130 and 220 GHz. Those six
CMB channels yield an aggregate CMB sensitivity in polarisation of 2µK.arcmin (1.7µK.arcmin for
the full array). Entries for the thermal SZ Comptonisation parameter ∆y are negative below 217 GHz
(negative part of the tSZ spectral signature).
infrared background (CIB) anisotropies that can serve as a tracer of mass for “de-lensing”
CMB polarisation B modes (Sherwin and Schmittfull 2015). The telescope size (1.2-m aper-
ture) is such that the angular resolution is better than 18′ over the whole frequency range, so
that all the frequency channels can be used for component separation down to this angular
resolution. In the cleanest regions of the sky, the CMB will be mapped in eight frequency
channels or more, with an angular resolution ranging from ' 5′ to 10′ and a sensitivity to
polarisation in the 5–8µK.arcmin range for each channel independently.
The geometry of the spacecraft, displayed in figure 2, is as symmetric as possible to
avoid any thermal effect due to the modulation of the solar flux on the spacecraft while it
spins to scan the sky. The main elements of the payload module (PLM), telescope, screens
and baﬄes, will be kept cold by passive cooling, to minimise the requirements on the active
cryogenic chain. Passive cooling of the PLM to approximately 40 K will be achieved by
keeping the payload in the shadow of the service module (SVM), and thermally decoupling
the PLM from the SVM with a set of highly reflective V-grooves (a conceptual design similar
to that succesfully used on Planck , Tauber et al. 2010a), while the main payload conical
screen radiates towards free space to compensate for conductive heat inflow from the SVM.
Although the design and performance of the instrument do not critically depend on
the payload temperature actually achieved (which could be as high as 90 K or more with
acceptable impact on the mission performance), the low payload temperature that is achieved
by passive cooling also reduces the background on the detectors, resulting in better sensitivity
overall, in particular in the frequency channels above 220 GHz.
CORE will be in orbit around the second Sun-Earth Lagrange point (L2), and will scan
the sky with a dedicated scanning strategy combining a fast spin (Tspin ' 2 minutes) around
the spacecraft principal axis of symmetry, a slower precession (Tprec ' 4 days) around an axis
– 5 –
Figure 2. Baseline CORE payload and service modules. Top left: Global view of the space-
craft. Bottom left: View of the SVM following the preliminary design made by ESA in
a short concurrent design facility study performed in March 2016 [http://sci.esa.int/trs/
57795-cmb-polarisation-mission-study]. Middle: Global view of all spacecraft elements, show-
ing the main shield (orange), the telescope (light green) on its optical bench (yellow), the focal-plane
unit (FPU, red), the V-grooves (purple), and the SVM at the bottom. The FPU outer shield is not
represented. Right: View of CORE in an Ariane-6.2 fairing.
that is kept anti-solar to keep the solar flux on the spacecraft constant, and a slow revolution
of the whole system around the Sun with period 1 year (figure 3). The precession angle is
α = 30◦, and the line of sight (LOS) is offset from the spin-axis by an angle β = 65◦. The
baseline scan strategy guarantees that each sky pixel is seen by each detector with a large
number of different orientations, a property that is crucial for measuring polarisation with
a good control of systematic effects. Contrarily to some mission concepts proposed earlier,
the baseline version of CORE does not make use of an active polarisation modulator such
as a rotating half-wave plate (HWP). Systematic effects that generate confusion between
all Stokes parameters, and in particular those that result in a leakage of intensity signals
into much fainter polarisation, are controlled through a combination of requirements on the
instrument and on its calibration, of a scanning strategy that provides polarisation measure-
ments and redundancies on a very large range of timescales, and of carefully constructed
data-processing pipelines. Systematics are characterised and corrected for a posteriori, with
a global interpretation of the scientific data themselves, marginalising over nuisance parame-
ters that model instrument properties and sources of systematic errors. The elementary tools
of the data analysis pipeline are outlined in section 7 and discussed in more detail in one of
– 6 –
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Figure 3. On an orbit around the Sun-Earth L2 Lagrange point, 1.5 million kilometre away from
the Earth, the spacecraft scans the sky with three modulations of the pointing direction on various
timescales. The spacecraft spins at a rate of order fspin ' 0.5 RPM, so that the line of sight scans the
sky on quasi-circles of opening angle β with a period of about 2 minutes. The circles are not perfectly
closed by reason of a slower precession, with a period of Tprec ' 4 days, with precession angle α. The
precession axis is kept anti-solar, so that the symmetric spacecraft always receives the same amount of
illumination from the Sun, ensuring hence the thermal stability of the payload. The last modulation
is provided by the slow revolution of the whole system around the Sun with a period of one year.
the companion papers (Natoli et al. 2017).
3 Scientific objectives
The baseline science programme of CORE focusses on understanding the fundamental pro-
cesses that gave raise to our observable Universe. This science case can be addressed with
precise observations of the polarisation of the CMB. The primary science programme aims
to:
1. understand the mechanisms that gave raise to primordial inhomogeneities in the very
early Universe, and in particular constrain scenarios of cosmic inflation;
2. test the standard ΛCDM model and look for possible missing pieces in our understand-
ing of the cosmological picture;
3. look for cosmological signatures of extensions of the standard model of particles and
interactions.
Additional aspects of this science programme, achievable with the same data, must be con-
sidered in order to fully exploit CMB polarisation observations. These extensions, also of
major scientific interest by themselves, are:
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4. investigate and understand the cosmic structures that generate secondary CMB anisot-
ropies superimposed on the primordial ones, in particular through the distortion of the
CMB polarisation by gravitational lensing, which mixes polarisation E and B modes;
5. understand the astrophysical emission processes that are a source of foreground con-
tamination for CMB polarisation observations;
6. understand the dust-obscured star-formation phase of galaxy evolution;
7. analyse cosmic dipoles in the microwave to test the isotropy and homogeneity of the
Universe at the largest scales, and constrain energy dissipation processes from different
cosmic epochs, including reionisation, through dipole spectrum distortions.
We now further expand the main themes of this science case, concentrating on the
transformational results that will be achieved withCORE . We split the science case into five
main areas: inflation; testing and constraining in detail the standard hot big-bang ΛCDM
cosmological model; constraining the standard model of particles and interactions; mapping
structures in the Universe; and the legacy value of the CORE survey for other science goals.
3.1 Inflation
Cosmic inflation, postulated in the early 1980s to solve a number of puzzles of the standard
Big-Bang (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014f, 2016d, and references therein), is the current
baseline generic scenario for the generation of primordial perturbations in the early Universe.
Inflationary models generically predict the existence of primordial tensor perturbations at
very early times (Kamionkowski and Kovetz 2016). The amplitude of these tensor modes is
parameterised with the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r ≡ T/S, which specifies the power of tensor
perturbations relatively to that of scalar perturbations. Tensor modes (primordial gravita-
tional waves) contribute to the total CMB temperature anisotropies and to polarisation E
and B modes, while scalar modes (primordial density perturbations) contribute only to T
and E modes. The detection of primordial CMB polarisation B modes would provide direct
evidence for cosmic inflation and for quantum fluctuations of space time, as well as deter-
mining the energy scale relevant for the inflationary epoch. Unambiguous detection of these
primordial B modes is hence one of the primary targets of a future CMB space mission.
A few special cases of inflation deserve special attention. The simplest models of single-
field inflation with large fields (∆φ > mPlanck) predict r & 0.002–0.003 (the so-called Lyth
bound, Lyth 1997). For a simple, single-field slow-roll model, an expansion in terms of slow-
roll parameters,  and η, gives ns− 1 = 2η− 6, while r = 16. TakingPlanck ’s measurement
of ns = 0.9655±0.0062 for a standard ΛCDM model, we infer that 6−2η = 0.0345±0.0062.
If η <∼ , we have  ' 0.005–0.01 and r ' 0.1–0.2. This scenario is already in mild tension with
the current upper limit of r ≤ 0.07 at 95% CL, coming from BICEP/Keck after foreground
cleaning using WMAP and Planck data (BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2016), but is not
completely ruled out. Taking the 3σ upper limit on ns, we get instead r ' 0.05, still
compatible with present-day measurements; however, this is likely to change in the coming
years, with either a detection or a clear rejection of this model.
In the case of the Starobinskii R2 model (Starobinsky 1980), the predicted level is
r = 3(ns − 1)2 instead. The Planck constraint on ns suggests r ' 0.0035, and r ≥ 0.0008
for ns at its 3σ upper limit. This is a much bigger challenge for sub-orbital observations.
Section 4.1 discusses why making a clear detection of B modes at this level must be done
from space.
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Lastly, we note that small field inflationary models, in general easier to connect to
fundamental physics, generically predict values of r smaller than the Lyth bound. Hence,
r  0.001 is as plausible a scenario as anything else (Lyth 1997). In that case, detecting
primordial inflationary B modes is out of reach for the foreseeable future, but nevertheless
the precise and accurate observation of CMB polarisation is still a scientific necessity — even
if r  0.001, ruling out large-field models is an essential piece of information that cannot be
obtained by any other means.
In the coming years, the sensitivity of ground-based CMB observatories will substan-
tially increase. Multi-frequency observations in the atmospheric windows will improve the
capability of controling foreground contamination. This evolution is likely to result in sub-
stantial improvement of the current upper limit of r < 0.07, perhaps down to r <∼ 0.01; al-
though the contamination of the observations by Galactic foreground emission is a challenge
that should not be underestimated. We require that CORE should perform at least 10 times
better then this, i.e., be able to unambiguously detect or rule out r ' 0.001. The capability
of detecting CMB B modes to that level of r — which is both well motivated scientifically
and plausibly out of reach of suborbital experiments alone — is a natural science objective
for a future space mission. A non-detection would rule out all large-field inflationary models.
A detection would be a major discovery, and also make it possible to clearly decide between
some of the currently favoured inflationary models.
Constraining inflation is not exclusively the domain of the detection of primordial B
modes and measurement of the value of r. Inflationary models are also meaningfully con-
strained by tightening the measurement of the spectral tilt ns and on the variations of ns
with scale, as well as on the level of non-Gaussian signatures in the CMB maps. CORE is
also designed to dramatically improve on these other inflationary observables. If primordial
B modes are detected, the tensor spectral index nt also becomes an observable of interest.
We refer the reader to the relevant companion paper (CORE Collaboration et al. 2016) for
further details.
3.2 The cosmological model
Many of the main cosmological observations, such as the homogeneity and isotropy on large
scales, the expansion rate, the abundance of light elements, the growth of structure, CMB
temperature and polarisation anisotropies, statistics of galaxy distributions, cosmic shear
measurements, supernova brightnesses, and cluster number counts, are compatible (within
current uncertainties) with a ΛCDM model with just six main parameters. The remarkable
agreement of this disparate set of observations with a relatively simple model also represents
several big puzzles: it suggests the inflationary paradigm for the original of the initial density
perturbations (as discussed above); it invokes the existence in the Universe of an unknown
type of dark matter, representing roughly 25% of the total matter-energy density; and it also
requires the existence of the even more mysterious dark energy, accounting for about 70% of
the energy content in the Universe at present, and responsible for the observed acceleration
of the expansion and for the dilution of large-scale structures at late times. Clues about the
exact nature of both “dark” components are lacking, leaving room for many possible options,
as well as for imaginative theoretical speculation.
In addition, in spite of a remarkable overall concordance, some apparent tensions exist
between the model and subsets of the data. Although currently near the limits of statistical
significance that would be required to seriously challenge the standard cosmological model,
these tensions add to a sense of unease in postulating that our Universe is filled at the 95%
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level with forms of matter and energy that are completely unknown. As an example, the
Hubble constant today inferred byPlanck from the CMB at the last-scattering epoch (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016e) is discrepant at about the 2.4σ level with Hubble Space Telescope
Cepheid+SNe-based estimates (Riess et al. 2011). These recent values are consistent with the
earlier tension noted in the firstPlanck cosmological parameters paper (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2014d), which generated some debate in the community. Another intriguing discrepancy
is found between the value of the amplitude σ8 of density perturbations at the scale of
8h−1 Mpc inferred from cluster number counts (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016g) and the
value inferred from the CMB alone. Additional discrepancies, at a lower level of significance
have been suggested through the inferred amount of lensing in the CMB angular power
spectrum, via differences in sub-sets of CMB data, in the curvature Ωk and in other specific
parameters (Addison et al. 2016; Couchot et al. 2017; Planck Collaboration 2016g). So how
can we determine if these tensions are more than just statistical fluctuations?
The CMB is currently the key observable for quantifying this global cosmological pic-
ture. CMB photons probe the Universe at the earliest possible times and on the largest
possible scales. The CMB is also the unique backlight that shines on all structures between
the last-scattering surface at z ' 1100 and observers on Earth at z = 0. The complete
exploitation of the information it carries is a scientific imperative for cosmology (Galli et al.
2014; Scott et al. 2016). With high S/N maps of T , E and B, yielding cosmic-variance dom-
inated measurements of the temperature and polarisation angular power spectra CTT` , C
TE
` ,
CEE` , and angular power spectrum C
φφ
` of the CMB lensing potential, errors on cosmological
parameters as currently best constrained with the CMB by Planck (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2016e) can be reduced by factors that can reach an order of magnitude or more (Di
Valentino et al. 2016). Such a drastic improvement will clarify whether existing tensions are
an indication of a departure from the standard cosmological scenario, a statistical excur-
sion, or a systematic error in one of the measurements. New tensions that are undetectable
as of now are also likely to be uncovered— when considering extensions to the standard
cosmological scenario, the total volume of the error, represented by the figure of merit
FoM =
(
det
[
cov{Ωbh2, Ωch2, θ, τ, As, ns, ...}
])−1/2
, (3.1)
computed from the covariance matrix of the errors on a set of cosmological parameters, can
be improved by a factor as much as 107, depending on the extensions considered. This
improvement in constraining the cosmological scenario is essential for making progress on
the current puzzles. We refer the reader to Ref. (Di Valentino et al. 2016) for an in-depth
discussion regarding future constraints on cosmological parameters withCORE alone, as well
as in combination with other cosmological data sets.
Finally, improving the determination of the CMB dipole amplitude and direction and
comparing it with analagous investigations in other wavebands, which exploit signals from
different types of astrophysical sources, probing different shells in redshift, provide an im-
portant test of fundamental principles in cosmology. The extension of boosting effects to
polarization and cross-correlations with CORE will enable a more robust determination of
purely velocity-driven effects that are not degenerate with the intrinsic CMB dipole, allowing
us to achieve an overall signal-to-noise ratio close to that of an ideal cosmic variance limited
experiment up to a multipole l ' 2000 significantly improving on the Planck detection. We
refer the reader to Ref. (Burigana et al. 2017) for further discussion.
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3.3 Fundamental particles and interactions
The standard model of particles and interactions is remarkably successful at describing the
fundamental laws of nature. Families of elementary particles, which constitute the building
blocks for all of the experimentally observed forms of matter, as well as the carriers of the
known interactions between them, have been identified and their main characteristics have
been determined. However, this model is incomplete.
First and foremost, there exists at present no model that unifies the force of gravity
with the other known forces of nature. The coupling constant for gravity is so small that
the gravitational interaction cannot be probed on the scale of individual particles (the ratio
of gravitational to electric interaction between an electron and a proton is of the order of
10−40). Gravity can only be probed with massive objects, for which all other interactions are
effectively screened by factors of at least 1040. Hence, the cosmos is an essential laboratory
for understanding the laws of physics when gravity is taken into account.
Even if one ignores gravity, the standard model of particle physics is still incomplete for
a number of other reasons. For instance, the standard model does not currently explain why
neutrinos have mass, while the observation of neutrino oscillations implies a non-vanishing
difference of squared mass for the different eigenstates, i.e.,
∆m212 ' 7.5× 10−5 eV2 (3.2)
and ∣∣∆m213∣∣ ' 2.5× 10−3 eV2, (3.3)
but do not constrain the absolute mass scale of the neutrinos (Nakamura and Petcov 2016).
Measuring CMB lensing, Cφφ` , breaks parameter degeneracies and enables estimates
to be made for the sum of the neutrino masses (e.g., Kaplinghat et al. 2003). The precise
predictions depend on details of the neutrino sector (e.g., whether they have the normal or
inverted mass hierarchy) and on what other data are used in combination. However, one
conclusion of Ref. (Di Valentino et al. 2016) is that CORE , together with Euclid and DESI
should provide σ(Mν) = 16 meV, yielding a 4σ detection of the neutrino mass sum.
Accurate measurements of CMB polarisation can also constrain additional neutrino
species or other light relics. This is parameterised by the quantity Neff , which has the value
3.046 in the standard model (slightly higher than 3 because of details of neutrino decoupling).
The expected uncertainty is σ(Neff) = 0.041 from CORE alone, and σ(Neff) = 0.039 in
combination with future BAO data (Di Valentino et al. 2016).
There are many other directions in which physics beyond the standard model can be
constrained with a sensitive CMB polarisation survey such as planned with CORE . This
includes: dark matter annihilation and decay; variation of fundamental constants; topological
defects; and signatures of stringy physics.
3.4 Structures
Much of cosmic history is probed by observations of the growth of structures after the last
scattering of CMB photons. A space mission dedicated to precision CMB polarisation science
will also trace the growth of cosmic structures using three independent probes: CMB lensing;
galaxy clusters; and the cosmic infrared background.
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Lensing: Gravitational lensing by large-scale structures along the path of the CMB photons
slightly distorts the anisotropy and polarisation patterns of the primordial CMB (Lewis and
Challinor 2006). This gravitational lensing effect mixes E and B modes, giving rise to lensing
B modes on all angular scales. B modes due to the lensing of E modes into B modes peak
at ` ' 1000, i.e., angular scales of order 10 arcminutes. Their amplitude on larger scales
is similar to that of white noise of amplitude 5µK.arcmin. For r < 0.01, lensing B modes
dominate B-mode polarisation at all scales except the very largest ones (` < 10), and they
dominate over the noise in the error budget for detecting primordial B modes when maps
reach a noise level of order 5µK.arcmin. Hence, a space mission attempting to observe
r <∼ 0.01 will also inevitably observe CMB lensing, and have to deal with the corresponding
contamination, which degrades the sensitivity to primordial B modes.
CMB lensing, however, is not only a nuisance for measuring inflationary B modes; it
also is a unique observable for probing the full distribution of matter between us and the last-
scattering surface at z ' 1100, i.e., in the whole observable Universe, in a way that does not
rely on baryonic tracers and does not require us to understand non-linear growth effects in
detail. It is a way of directly observing the distribution of dark matter and hence is a primary
goal for future CMB observations. CMB lensing effects have already been detected byPlanck
and by several ground-based experiments (e.g., Planck Collaboration et al. 2016f). These
clear detections however, still have limited signal-to-noise ratio per pixel, and/or limited sky-
coverage. A future B-mode survey can transform this area of research, providing accurate
maps that can be used for precision cosmology and cross-correlation with large-scale structure
surveys.
Clusters: Galaxy clusters, detectable in the frequency range of interest for CMB obser-
vations, distort the CMB spectrum via the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (tSZ) effect, which
is interaction of the hot intracluster gas with CMB photons through inverse Compton scat-
tering (Carlstrom et al. 2002). Clusters are a particularly sensitive probe of the growth
of cosmic structure (e.g., Planck Collaboration et al. 2014e). By measuring the abundance
of clusters as a function of redshift, we can tightly constrain the dark energy equation of
state and the neutrino mass scale, and look for deviations to standard gravity theory. Doing
this requires accurate and precise calibration of the cluster mass-observable scaling relations,
which in turn requires good lensing measurements of cluster masses out to redshifts z > 1. A
CMB temperature and polarisation survey can calibrate the normalisation of the SZ signal-
to-mass scaling relation using CMB halo lensing. To obtain enough clusters and calibrate
their scaling relation to sufficient accuracy requires a survey covering a large sky fraction with
angular resolution comparable to the scale of clusters, and high sensitivity in temperature
and polarisation.
For the baseline survey, we expect that CORE will detect tens of thousands of galaxy
clusters, with several hundred at redshifts z > 1.5. The cluster sample will extend to higher
redshifts than the eROSITA catalogue and will be a critical resource for studies of galaxy
formation in dense environments, especially when coupled with NIR surveys such as those
from Euclid and WFIRST. Using CMB lensing measurements towards detected clusters, the
normalisation of the SZ signal-to-mass relation can be calibrated to the percent level at
z < 1, and to better than 10% at redshifts approaching z = 2. Under these conditions and in
combination with primary CMB constraints, a large cluster catalogue will tightly constraint
the dark energy equation of state. Moreover, with enough sensitivity and frequency coverage
a cluster survey will enable: studies of the relativistic SZ effect by stacking hundreds of
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clusters; extraction of cluster pairwise momentum at signal-to-noise > 70; and measurement
of the evolution of CMB temperature with redshift to test the standard model. Even if
galaxy clusters are not considered a design-driver for CORE , joint analysis of CORE and
CMB-Stage 4 (CMB-S4) data sets will push the detection mass limit towards 3 × 1013 M
and increase the cluster yield by a factor of 4 over either experiment alone, including at the
higher redshifts (Melin et al. 2017).
Gas, stars and dust: One of the major research trusts in modern cosmology is the un-
derstanding of the relative distributions of luminous stars, diffuse gas and dark matter (e.g.,
Guo et al. 2010). In particular, we need to understand how baryons cool to form stars and
are reheated by feedback in a cycle that must be finely tuned to allow less than 10% of
baryons to end up in stars. This is a central question in galaxy formation studies and a crit-
ical element for interpreting stage 4 dark energy programmes. The stage 4 lensing surveys
rely on percent-level predictions for the total matter distribution, but feedback can modify
the matter distribution much more than this. New avenues of research in this area will be
opened by observing the distribution of the gas, through both the tSZ and the kinetic SZ
(kSZ) effects, as well as the total matter distribution through CMB lensing. Even if, again,
this science topic is not a design driver forCORE , the wide frequency coverage that is needed
for CMB polarisation science also is essential to extract an all-sky tSZ map that accurately
separates the signal from foregrounds, especially the CIB anisotropies that limited thePlanck
result. In complement to the large galaxy samples from planned imaging and spectroscopic
surveys (e.g., Euclid, WFIRST, LSST, DESI, and PFS), a space mission that maps CMB
lensing, the tSZ effect, and the CIB will measure for the first time the relative distribution of
galaxies, gas and total matter out to redshifts beyond the peak of cosmic star formation at
z ' 2. The CIB measurements will also trace star-formation activity and dust production at
critical epochs around the peak epoch of star formation. A future survey such as proposed
with CORE will substantially improve on Planck the characterisation of CIB fluctuations in
both temperature and polarization and will use the frequency dependence of CIB dipole to
reduce by at least one order of magnitude the uncertainty of absolute CIB spectrum currently
provided by COBE/FIRAS. Even if not design-drivers of the CORE mission, all these mea-
surements represent unique capabilities ofCORE to address key questions in the development
of structure.
3.5 Legacy
CORE is a space mission with the ability to produce well-characterised maps of the complete
sky in the 60–600 GHz frequency range, with both very high sensitivity and good angular
resolution compared to existing data. As such, the mission’s data set can also be used to
answer scientific questions beyond the primary CMB science objectives described above, to
an extent that depends on the extent to which each of these areas can be considered as a
design driver.
In particular, the need to monitor Galactic foreground contamination for CMB science
is illustrated in figure 1. For a sky coverage of ' 70%, foreground emission is the dominant
source of error for all `<∼ 1000, i.e., at all angular scales larger than about 12′. It also is above
the full-sky cosmic variance of E modes in multipole bins of ∆`/` = 0.3, on all scales. While
observing in the cleanest few per cent of sky for the first detection of primordial B modes
might be possible, the full exploitation of CMB E modes and of lensing B modes requires
observations over a substantial fraction of the sky to avoid loss of sensitivity (because of
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cosmic variance). Hence, observing foreground emission on all relevant angular scales is
required. This opens up the opportunity to investigate the role of the Galactic magnetic field
in structuring the Galactic interstellar medium (as has started to be done usingPlanck data,
Planck Collaboration 2016a,b,c,d,e,f; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016b,c).
Magnetism is a facet of our cosmic origins that observations have yet to uncover in any
detail. Magnetic fields are not observable directly but they may be studied by observing
polarised radiation. Early attempts have shown the existence of coherent magnetic fields on
all observed scales from proto-planetary discs to clusters of galaxies, but current data are too
limited to reveal the processes that have amplified and organised the much weaker primordial
field, and to unveil the role that magnetic fields play in the formation of galaxies, stars and
planets (e.g., Parker 1979).
Cosmic magnetism is a rapidly-advancing topic across astrophysics. The Planck all-sky
dust polarisation map was a spectacular highlight of that mission, which has revealed the
fingerprints of the Galactic magnetic field on interstellar matter (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016a). ALMA is driving a new revolution where magnetic fields will be imaged along the
star-formation sequence from pre-stellar cores to proto-stars and their proto-planetary disks.
Over the coming decade, stellar polarisation combined with Gaia astrometry should yield a
3D model of the magnetic field of the Milky Way on Galactic scales. Further in the future,
the SKA will extend our horizon further, probing magnetic fields in distant galaxies, clusters,
and the cosmic web, whileCORE will offer unprecedented statistics on dust polarisation from
the Galaxy to characterise the interplay between gravity, magnetic fields and turbulence in
cosmic space.
Polarisation observations provide an opportunity to study magneto-hydrodynamical
(MHD) turbulence and dynamo action in great detail within our Galaxy. What can be learned
from CMB experiments on dust polarisation will complement advances expected from Fara-
day tomography measurements with lower frequency telescopes like LOFAR, eVLA, ASKAP,
and SKA (e.g., Van Eck et al. 2017). The detection potential for relevant plasma processes
and their characteristic scales, like those of turbulent energy injection and dissipation, can
be increased considerably via the sensitivity and statistics expected from a future CMB
polarisation space mission, which, in order to monitor foreground contamination, must nec-
essarily map dust polarisation with an unprecedented combination of sensitivity and angular
resolution.
Dust and synchrotron radiation from the Galaxy provide complementary views of inter-
stellar magnetic fields. Synchrotron radiation traces magnetic fields over the whole volume
of the Galaxy, while dust polarisation traces them largely within the disk, where interstellar
matter is concentrated and stars form. The statistical properties of Galactic magnetic fields
are imprinted on those observables and methods to extract this information from observa-
tional data have started to be developed. Quantities highly relevant for an understanding
of Galactic turbulence and dynamo processes, such as the energy, helicity, and tension force
spectra, have been shown to be encoded in synchrotron intensity, polarisation, and Faraday
rotation measures. Likewise, the analysis of the Planck data has prompted a number of
studies that are relating dust polarisation to the magnetic-field structure and its interplay
with the density structure of matter (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a). Since dust sub-mm
emission is an optically-thin tracer of all ISM components (neutral, atomic and molecular,
and ionised), dust polarisation is best-suited to investigate the magnetised interstellar mat-
ter, in particular the formation of its filamentary structure, and within filaments the initial
conditions of star formation.
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Due to our location within the Galaxy, the fluctuations at a given angular scale in
observables correspond to magnetic-field structures of different physical sizes. Disentangling
these in order to identify physical scales and processes is a challenge, which calls for a
statistical approach. The leap forward in statistics ofCORE compared with Planck (a factor
of a few hundred in the number of measured modes) will greatly enhance our ability to identify
signatures of the processes involved in MHD turbulence, in particular coherent magnetic-field
structures associated with localised dissipation of turbulent energy. What will be learned from
these data will complement what will be probed by ground-based telescopes (e.g., ALMA
and SKA) observing dust polarisation from compact sources and Faraday rotation. Together,
these projects will have a major impact on our understanding of the role of magnetic fields
in galaxy and star formation.
Extragalactic sources are also a potential contaminant of CMB observations. High-
redshift, dusty galaxies can be observed at sub-millimetre wavelengths with angular resolution
better than that of Planck , which did not have diffraction-limited angular resolution in its
three highest frequency channels. A full-sky survey, such as that of CORE , would detect
thousands of strongly lensed (and hence extremely bright) high-z galaxies distributed over
the full sky, which can then be studied in extraordinary detail through follow-up observations.
Also, CORE can be used to detect high-redshift proto-clusters beyond the reach of surveys
in other frequency bands. CORE will also detect the polarised emission from thousands of
individual radio sources and dusty galaxies. These science objectives are further discussed in
a companion paper (De Zotti et al. 2016).
The observation of the background of unresolved high-redshift dusty galaxies that form
the CIB, an essential tool for delensing CMB B modes and detecting low-level primordial
B modes, also open up the possibility of further studying cosmological star formation, as
discussed by Ref. (Wu and Dore´ 2016). Finally, precise analyses of the dipole spectrum
over a wide frequency range give us the chance to significantly improve with respect to
COBE-FIRAS in the recovery of CMB spectral distortion parameters for both early and late
dissipation processes, from a factor of several up to about 50 (or even much better for an ideal
experiment with the CORE configuration), depending on the quality of foreground removal
and relative calibration, allowing us to detect, for example, the energy release associated with
cosmological reionisation.
4 Survey requirements
Starting from main scientific objectives, we now discuss how the mission design stems from
the survey requirements and goals, in terms of overall sensitivity, angular resolution, and
channels of observation. In this section, we assume that we want to extract essentially all
the cosmological information encoded in CMB polarisation only, with the space survey alone.
Down-scope options stating the requirements for similar CMB polarisation performance in
combination with ground-based observations, as well as interesting up-grade options for extra
science in addition to CMB polarisation, are discussed in section 8.
4.1 The need for a space mission
It is reasonable to ask how much of the above CMB polarisation science programme can
plausibly be done from the ground? Plans for a very sensitive ground-based CMB experiment,
CMB-S4, are being actively made, with a science case that covers many of the topics discussed
above (Abazajian et al. 2016). The strawman design for an ambitious ground-based CMB-S4
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programme targets a CMB sensitivity of the order of 1µK.arcmin and angular resolution of
1–3′ at 150 GHz, with a sky fraction of around 50% (spread over regions with various levels
of Galactic foreground contamination).
With such sensitivity and angular resolution, in the absence of additional sources of
error, CMB-S4 would outperform a space mission such asCORE , for which the sensitivity of
the full array is 1.7µK.arcmin, for an angular resolution in the 5–10′ range. However, coming
back to the sources of error displayed in figure 1, we note the following important issues.
• Over the cleanest 70% of the sky, foreground emission dominates over noise for all
`<∼ 1000; hence, all scales larger than about 12′ should be observed at multiple frequen-
cies in order to reduce foreground contamination and achieve noise-limited observations.
• Over the same sky fraction, foreground emission dominates over B modes for all mul-
tipoles; again, efficient component separation will be needed on all scales to observe B
modes (both primordial and lensing) with noise-dominated performance.
• Foreground residuals after component separation will be difficult to characterise, and
are hence a source of potential bias. For such residuals to be below noise and/or cosmic
variance uncertainties in bins of ∆`/` = 0.3, foreground contamination must be reduced
by at least 3 orders of magnitude in amplitude at ` ' 10, 2 orders of magnitude at
` ' 100, and 1 order of magnitude at ` ' 1000; this is unlikely to be doable with ground-
based experiments, which must thus exploit only significantly cleaner, and hence much
smaller sky regions. With the reasonable assumption that only half or less of the 50%
sky observed from the ground can be safely used for precision cosmology, a ground-
based survey can at most exploit the CMB on <∼25% of the sky.
• The cosmic variance of full-sky E modes dominates over noise for all `<∼ 2500. For cos-
mological constraints based on polarisation E modes, it is hence preferable to increase
the size of the survey, rather than to observe smaller patches deeper; this is best done
from space, with enough channels for accurate monitoring of the foreground emission.
• The cosmic variance of full-sky lensing B modes dominates over the noise for all
`<∼ 1000. Hence, again, for cosmological constraints based on polarisation lensing B
modes, it is preferable to increase the size of the survey, rather than to observe smaller
patches deeper; in addition, the confusion between primordial and lensing B modes
dominates the error on primordial B modes for all scales below ` ' 1000. Space offers
the opportunity to accurately map the CIB, for B-mode delensing by a factor of 2–3
over a large fraction of the sky; for a quick comparison, CIB-based delensing by a factor
of 2–3 over 70% of sky is as efficient at reducing the cosmic variance of residual lensing
as CMB-based delensing by a factor of 5–8 over 10% of sky (which requires
√
7 times
better delensing to compensate for the reduced sky fraction).
For all these reasons, when considering multipoles up to ` ' 1000–2000, the performance of
future CMB observations for exploiting CMB polarisation power spectra will be limited not
by raw detector sensitivity, but by the capability of removing foreground contamination and
by the capability to separate lensing B modes from primordial B modes over the largest solid
angle. A space mission with sufficient sensitivity and angular resolution is vastly superior to
ground-based observatories for controlling these main sources of error over a large fraction
of the sky.
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We now discuss in more detail some of the key issues with ground-based observations,
so that we can make a realistic assessment of the capability of ground-based programmes to
reach the CORE science targets.
4.1.1 Atmosphere
CMB temperature and polarisation anisotropies are best observed in the frequency range
extending from a few tens to a few hundreds of GHz, i.e., at wavelengths ranging from about
1 mm to about 1 cm, around the peak of the CMB 2.725-K blackbody emission. In this
frequency range, ground-based observations are possible in a set of windows through which
the atmosphere is sufficiently transparent. The main atmospheric windows are centred around
minima of atmospheric emission at about 30, 90, 150, and 220 GHz. The transmission at 60◦
elevation is of order 99% at 30 GHz, 98% at 90 and 150 GHz and of order 96% at 220 GHz
from the Atacama plateau, when the amount of precipitable water vapour is at the level
of 0.5 mm (at Llano de Chajnantor in Chile, the observing conditions are better than that
about 25% of the time). Even in these atmospheric windows, the atmosphere contributes
to the total photon background and hence the photon noise, so that the mapping speed of
a space-borne instrument is at least 100 times better than on the ground, for an identical
number of detectors (see appendix A).
Even more problematic than background loading, fluctuations of atmospheric emission
due to inhomogeneities in temperature or water vapour content generate strong parasitic
signals, and are a source of unstable calibration (because of varying airmass and opacity), i.e.,
from the ground, the CMB is observed through a shiny and fluctuating curtain of atmospheric
absorption and emission. In the best CMB channels for ground-based observations (90 and
150 GHz), about 75% of the time the atmosphere above one of the best observing sites on
Earth (the Atacama plateau) is more than 2% emissive, i.e., contributes a background of
more than 6 K. As the telescope scans the sky, it scans through inhomogeneities of this
emission. Even at a level as low as 0.1% (easily achieved with fluctuations of air temperature
and/or water content at about the same order of magnitude), one gets 6 mK of spurious
large-scale signal or more, correlated between focal-plane detectors. A more detailed model
of atmospheric turbulence gives fluctuations in the 15–30 mK range for the best 25% of the
observing time (Errard et al. 2015). At a scale of around 2◦ this atmospheric signal is about
6 orders of magnitude larger than the 8-nK raw sensitivity of a 1µK.arcmin survey. Since
scanning the same patch 1012 times is not a realistic option, this signal must be removed by
a combination of processing, e.g., filtering, exploitation of multi-frequency or multi-detector
observations with analysis methods such as those discussed in Refs. (Delabrouille et al. 2002)
or (Patanchon et al. 2008), and polarisation modulation with a rotating half-wave-plate.
Current observations demonstrate that polarisation modulation can reduce this signal by
2–3 orders of magnitude in amplitude. Even then, residuals are still at a challenging 3 orders
of magnitude above the target sensitivity on 2◦ angular scales. The situation is even worse
at larger scales and/or at higher frequencies.
A space mission completely avoids the complexity of atmospheric absorption, emission,
and fluctuations. More details about the atmosphere can be found in Appendix A.
4.1.2 Astrophysical foregrounds
CMB observations must address the problem of astrophysical foreground emission. At fre-
quencies below about 100 GHz CMB observations are contaminated by a complex mixture
of low-frequency astrophysical sources of electromagnetic radiation that include Galactic
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synchrotron, free-free, and anomalous dust emission (presumably spinning dust, or possibly
magnetic dust, or both), as well as numerous extragalactic radio sources, while at frequen-
cies above about 100 GHz thermal dust emission is the dominant foreground. At frequencies
above approximately 200 GHz, in addition to thermal dust emission, anisotropies of the cos-
mic infrared background (CIB), and to a lesser extent zodiacal-light emission dominate the
fluctuations of the observed sky brightness over most of the sky. Molecular lines, notably
those of carbon monoxide at multiples of 115 GHz, clearly seen in Planck data (Planck Col-
laboration et al. 2014a), must also be taken into account (as well as those of isotopologues
at nearby frequencies, 13CO and C17O near multiples of 110 GHz, C18O near multiples of
112 GHz). Several lines of CO emission, at about 220, 225 and 230 GHz, are located in one
of the main atmospheric windows.
Of all of those foregrounds, synchrotron is the one that is known to be the most polarised
(in theory, up to 75%). At high frequency, only thermal dust is known to be very clearly
polarised (>∼10%). Other sources of emission can be somewhat polarised (at a level <∼1%).
While for temperature fluctuations there are regions where CMB signals strongly dom-
inate over astrophysical foregrounds, this is not the case for polarisation (see figure 1). To
remove foreground contamination, it is necessary to observe the sky at several frequencies
and exploit the fact that the emission law of the CMB is substantially different from that
of most foreground emission processes (Delabrouille and Cardoso 2009). Exploiting these
colour differences is best done by combining observations in a set of well chosen different
frequency bands. COBE -DMR observed the sky in three different frequency bands, WMAP
in five, and Planck in nine. To exploit the largest possible fraction of the sky at a sensitivity
level at least an order of magnitude better than Planck , even more frequency bands will be
required.
Although the details will be known only with observations at the appropriate level of
sensitivity, i.e., with future CMB data themselves, a simple accounting argument suggests
that no less than ten channels are required, and preferably more. The two main known
polarised Galactic emission sources in the frequency range of interest are synchrotron and
thermal dust. To model the synchrotron (parameterised in each sky pixel by intensity, spec-
tral index, and possible curvature of spectral index), at least three low-frequency channels
are required, four to provide some redundancy, or even more if one has to model synchrotron
emission with more than one simple emission law per pixel. The same is true for thermal
dust at high frequency, for which at least three parameters per pixel are needed to adjust a
model with a single modified blackbody emission law. Four channels at least are needed to
make this measurement, with an extra channel for a consistency check. This means that a
total of eight channels are needed to model the foreground emission if only synchrotron and
dust must be taken into account. On top of this, thermal dust emits with more than one
population of grains so it is possible that a single modified blackbody is not sufficient for
a model that is accurate at the <∼1% level. Finally, the CMB itself must be observed in at
least two frequency bands that are sufficiently distant in frequency for a useful cross-check,
which is essential to detect possible residual foreground emission, and preferably more bands
to understand the origin of any discrepancy (Planck effectively used comparisons between the
CMB seen in four channels, at 70, 100, 143, and 217 GHz, to investigate foreground residuals
and systematic errors). The conclusions is that ten channels is the absolute minimum to
monitor foreground emission in polarisation.
There is no way for this number of frequency channels, which must be well spread over
the useful frequency range, to be accommodated in only four atmospheric windows. While
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synchrotron can in principle be observed from the ground at a few frequencies ν <∼ 30 GHz,
thermal dust emission, which dominates at frequencies where the observing conditions from
the ground are poor, must be mapped from space (or, as an intermediate solution, from
stratospheric balloons, which, however, have significant residual atmospheric noise, less flex-
ibility for choosing the observing strategy, and much reduced observing time compared with
a space mission).
4.1.3 Systematic effects
Very precisely controlling systematic effects due to non-idealities in the instrument, which
are a potential major source of error for future sensitive CMB observations, is mandatory
for achieving the science goals of future CMB polarisation observations. Instrumental imper-
fections include complex response of the instrument to external radiation or stimuli. Such
non-idealities impact the shape of the response in time, in space (beams), or in frequency
(bandpass); in practice these can be different from the design specifications and can be mis-
matched between detectors. There can also be gain fluctuations, susceptibility to events that
are not related to the observations (such as cosmic ray hits), magnetic susceptibility, varia-
tions of the observing environment that impact the detector response, etc. To minimise such
effects, space offers unmatched observing conditions, in an extremely stable environment.
This allows for:
• minimising sidelobe pickup of emission from the Earth, Sun, and Moon;
• minimising thermal fluctuations of parts of the instrument that are optically coupled
to the detectors;
• avoiding fluctuations of the response of the instrument, which is essential for enabling
the calibration of instrumental imperfections at the level of accuracy required to correct
for their impact on the CMB science;
• redundancy on different timescales without need for specific re-pointing, nor changing
the observing conditions;
• maximal sky coverage, allowing for redundant analyses exploiting independently several
large regions of sky.
This is essential because the impact of systematics can be minimised and accurately assessed
only through analyses which require enough redundancy and a stable instrument.
4.1.4 Why space – summary
Sub-orbital CMB observations have been key pathfinders in CMB science, from the initial
detection of the CMB more than fifty years ago to now. However, it also is true that all the
major steps forward have been achieved by space missions. COBE -DMR,WMAP , andPlanck
have all been transformational for cosmology: COBE confirmed the blackbody spectrum
of the CMB, ruling-out alternatives to the hot Big-Bang scenario, and detected the first
temperature anisotropies that were required to explain the origin of structures; WMAP set
the stage for precision cosmology; and Planck , in turn extracted essentially all cosmological
information available in the CMB TT spectrum, provided today’s reference maps of CMB
temperature and polarisation, of CMB lensing on large scales, and of polarised emission
of astrophysical foregrounds that contaminate the CMB signal (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016a).
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Data from CMB space missions have also been essential for planning and analysing CMB
observations made with ground-based instruments. The sensitive polarisation observations
on degree-scales made from the ground with BICEP2 and the Keck array have used the high-
quality Planck CMB temperature map for calibration, and for systematic effect corrections.
Planck ’s observations have also been essential to assess the level of dust in the BICEP2
detection of B-mode polarisation. Thinking a decade into the future, high-quality CMB E-
mode polarisation maps, as well as E- and B-mode foreground maps from space missions,
will also be essential for the interpretation of deep observations of CMB polarisation from
the ground on selected patches of the sky.
There are good reasons why the best observations of CMB temperature anisotropies
have been carried out from space, starting with the first detections with COBE -DMR to the
precision cosmological picture brought byPlanck . Polarisation is more challenging, and must
be done from space. Ground-based observations will serve as a technological roadmap, and
for observing the small scales that are too costly from space. Along the way, the sub-orbital
programme may bring some breakthroughs, perhaps even including a first tentative detection
of primordial B modes. Irrespective of what happens, however, the next polarisation space
mission should be designed to wrap up everything and to deliver CMB polarisation data sets
that will be the reference for decades to come. Just asPlanck did for temperature anisotropies
before, CORE is designed with this objective in mind for polarisation.
4.2 What survey?
The range of options for a future space mission is quite wide, as illustrated by the diversity of
existing proposals. The main drivers of the design of the survey we propose are: (i) guaran-
teed scientific breakthrough for the science targets discussed above (at the time the mission
delivers its scientific results); (ii) maximum science versus cost, within the programmatic
and budgetary constraints of an ESA M-class mission; (iii) focus on the science objectives
and observations that are out of reach from the ground, with a priority on precision CMB
polarisation science; (iv) within practical constraints, achieve a performance that is limited
by fundamental and astrophysical constraints (e.g., the CMB cosmic variance, the possibility
to separate foregrounds in practice, and the possibility to separate inflationary B modes
from lensing B modes) rather than by the instrument, so that the mission is “near ultimate”
(in the sense that another CMB polarisation mission will not be required after CORE ). The
main parameters defining the mission, further discussed in the next subsections, are:
• sky coverage (section 4.3), for best sensitivity on the largest scales and for reducing the
part due to cosmic variance in the determination of E- and B-mode power spectra;
• sensitivity and angular resolution (section 4.4), which determine the capability of the
mission to detect E and B modes with sufficient S/N over the required range of angular
scales;
• frequency range of observations and number of frequency channels (section 4.5), which
govern the ability of the experiment to separate CMB observations from other sources
of astrophysical emission;
• strategy for modulating polarisation and controlling systematic effects (section 4.6), in
particular those arising from the confusion between CMB temperature anisotropies and
CMB polarisation.
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4.3 Sky coverage
CORE must observe the CMB over the largest possible sky fraction to accurately measure
the largest angular scale E and B modes, where the reionisation bumps in the CMB polar-
isation power spectra are located (`<∼ 10). It is essential for the mission to detect both the
reionisation and recombination bumps of the primary CMB in order to confirm the infla-
tionary origin of any detected B modes. The largest scales are also essential for measuring
the reionisation optical depth τ from E-type polarisation, and to lift the degeneracy of τ
with the sum of neutrino masses. On the largest angular scales, one can also check whether
anomalies detected in temperature maps byWMAP andPlanck (Bennett et al. 2011; Eriksen
et al. 2004; Planck Collaboration et al. 2014g) are also visible in polarisation maps. Since
measuring these large scales from the ground is very challenging (if possible at all), a space
mission is the only way to obtain this essential piece of information.
Considering also that at all angular scales the cosmic variance depends on the inverse
of the sky fraction, we must seek to observe a large solid angle (e.g., about 50% of clean
CMB sky or more) so that error bars on the measured spectra are not increased much (e.g.,
not by more than
√
2) by reason of cosmic variance. Given this constraint, and considering
the legacy value of the observations, it is logical (but not strictly required) to plan that a
CMB space mission should observe the complete sky, as was the case for all other CMB
space missions before. The sampling variance being minimal for homogeneous survey depth,
we also initially require the sky coverage to be as uniform as possible (the same observation
time in all pixels), although this last requirement can be relaxed with better overall mission
sensitivity.
However, if r <∼ 10−3, a tentative detection of primordial B modes will require very
accurate delensing and foreground subtraction. If the errors turn out to be dominated by
foreground residuals it would make sense (for the particular objective a detecting very low
primordial B modes) to seek the best possible sensitivity on the cleanest 10–20% of sky
that will also be observed from the ground, to ultimately combine observations with both
the many frequency channels provided by space (for foreground monitoring), and the high
angular resolution in atmospheric windows provided by the ground (for optimal delensing
using the CMB only). We should hence envisage the capability to concentrate observing
time on selected patches at the end of the mission in the case that primordial B modes still
escape detection by then. Although not a strict requirement, this capability could also be
used for non-CMB science on targets of interest, such as Galactic dust filaments, interesting
galaxy clusters, or deep fields observed by other instruments, for an extension of the mission’s
science harvest.
4.4 Sensitivity and angular resolution
To obtain all of the information from CMB polarisation, it is necessary to measure with good
S/N all of the CMB E and B modes. Figure 4 compares the final error on polarisation C`
for a noise level of 2µK.arcmin (sufficient for measuring lensing B modes with S/N ' 2.5
per mode in amplitude) with a beam ranging from 2′ to 32′. This illustrates the modes that
are lost when the angular resolution is reduced.
E modes: For a beam of 4′ or smaller, E-mode observations are signal dominated almost
up to ` ' 3000. When the beam gets bigger, the E-mode measurement becomes progressively
more degraded, so that for a 32′ beam, the future mission would not do better than Planck
for `>∼ 700 (the exponential cut-off of the Gaussian beam yields a very rapidly raising error
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Figure 4. CMB temperature and polarisation angular power spectra. The grey line corresponds
to the spectrum of instrumental noise representative of the polarisation sensitivity achieved with the
Planck mission, at the level of 50 µK.arcmin for a beam of 7.3′. While Planck has observed most of
the CMB temperature anisotropies with a high signal-to-noise ratio (better than inferred from the
figure, which shows the polarisation sensitivity), E modes have been observed with S/N ∼ 1, and the
level of lensing B modes has been detected only statistically. Solid brown lines show the level of noise
for a map sensitivity of 2µK.arcmin and a beam of 2′, 4′, 8′, 16′, or 32′ (from bottom to top), and
dotted brown lines correspond to the error on C` for the same noise level and angular resolution, after
smoothing by ∆` = 0.3`. A full-sky observation with angular resolution of 8′ or better would detect
lensing B modes (green line) with S/N = 2.5 per individual mode up to ` ' 1000. For r > 0.002, both
the recombination bump (peaking at ` ' 80) and the large-scale reionisation bump can be detected
in bins of ∆` = 0.3`. The error, however, is dominated by the cosmic variance of the B-mode lensing
spectrum in such bins (dotted green). Unambiguously detecting the recombination bump at the level
of 0.001 requires reducing by a factor of ' 3 the contamination by lensing B modes (delensing).
at high `). Hence, the ultimate E-mode measurement requires a noise level <∼ 2µK.arcmin
and angular resolution <∼ 4′.
Beam 2′ 4′ 8′ 16′ 32′ 64′
b2` for ` = 80 1.000 0.998 0.994 0.975 0.904 0.667
b2` for ` = 200 0.998 0.990 0.961 0.855 0.534 0.081
b2` for ` = 1000 0.941 0.783 0.378 0.020 0.000 0.000
Table 2. Impact of the beam on CBB` over the first B-mode recombination bump, at ` = 80 and
` = 200, and at the peak of the lensing B modes (` = 1000), for various angular resolutions.
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Inflationary B modes: For primordial B modes, under the assumption that the lensing
contamination can be completely removed by other means (external data sets such as the CIB,
futuristic matter surveys, or lensing maps from very accurate small-scale CMB polarisation
observations), dotted brown lines in figure 4 show that 2µK.arcmin seems adequate to detect
r=0.001. However, we also require that the mission provides a means of delensing B-mode
maps, so that the lensing residual does not exceed much the noise level of the mission.
The angular resolution of the final CMB map should be such as not to reduce the effective
sensitivity to the recombination bump, which peaks at ` ' 80 and extends up to ` ' 200
(higher-order bumps are well below the noise level for 2µK.arcmin noise, irrespective of the
angular resolution). Table 2 gives the effective beam damping, b2` at ` = 80 and ` = 200 for
various beam sizes. Covering that range of multipoles is important to confirm the inflationary
origin of the observed signal. A beam of 64′ clearly is very sub-optimal, since it degrades
the sensitivity to primordial B modes across the recombination peak, from a factor of 2/3 at
` = 80 to a factor of more than 10 at ` = 200. With a loss of power ranging from 2.5% to
14.5% only between ` = 80 and ` = 200, a beam of 16′ is completely adequate. A beam of
32′ is adequate at ` = 80 (10% power loss), but marginal at ` = 200 (47% power loss).
Lensing B modes: The shape of the lensing B-mode spectrum is such that the lensing
power is measured almost equally well with 4′ or 8′ angular resolution, for a detector noise
level of 2µK.arcmin, so that to improve the measurement of the lensing power spectrum,
better sensitivity is more important than better angular resolution. A signal-to-noise ratio
per mode of 2–3 (in amplitude) is achieved with a sensitivity in the 1.7–2.5µK.arcmin range.
Table 2, however, also gives the impact of the beam on the B-mode lensing power at ` = 1000,
and shows that for fully exploiting the lensingB modes, an angular resolution<∼ 4′ is desirable.
An 8′ beam reduces the CMB power at ` = 1000 by a factor close to 3, and a beam significantly
larger than about 8′ does not resolve the lensing B modes anymore. This is in line with the
capability to map the lensing potential as a function of the sensitivity and angular resolution
of the survey, discussed in Ref. (Hu and Okamoto 2002). Their figure 4 shows that the level
of the noise in the reconstructed lensing map decreases until the angular resolution is about
2′–4′ and the noise level in polarisation maps is about 0.1–0.3×√2µK.arcmin.
Noting that ground-based observations can make accurate small-scale CMB observations
to complement the space mission data in the atmospheric windows, we can assume that they
might measure the smallest CMB scales on at least a fraction of sky if the space mission
fails to do so. It is necessary, however, that the space mission provide a matching angular
resolution of the order of 2′–4′ at frequencies >∼ 300 GHz, which are hard to observe from
the ground, to monitor dust contamination at all scales. A space mission that fulfills this
requirement also provides an angular resolution of order 6′–12′ in CMB channels between
100 and 200 GHz.
Other science: Improving the angular resolution of the space mission would be beneficial
for non-CMB science, in particular for cosmology with clusters (Melin et al. 2017), for ob-
serving extragalactic sources (De Zotti et al. 2016), and for investigating Galactic magnetism
with polarised dust emission on small scales. However, complementarity with sub-orbital
observations can also be used for some of these science goals, which are not primary drivers
of the CORE mission concept.
Summary of sensitivity and angular resolution requirements: In summary, the
space survey should be designed to provide, after component separation, a clean CMB map
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Figure 5. Effectiveness of CMB B-mode polarisation delensing for varying sensitivity and angular
resolution assumptions. Top: Delensing effectiveness for 2µK.arcmin noise and various beam sizes.
The left panel shows the level of residual lensing, compared to primordial B modes for r = 0.001,
and the right panel shows the ratio of residual lensing power over initial lensing power; a beam of 4′
is requested for removing 2/3 of the lensing contamination. Bottom: Delensing effectiveness for the
CORE optical configuration, and three different sensitivity assumptions.
over more than 50% of the sky with at least:
• sensitivity in the 1.7–2.5µK.arcmin range for a signal-dominated B-mode map (with a
signal-to-noise ratio of 2–3 on the lensing B modes);
• CMB angular resolution better than about 30′ for detecting primordial B modes;
• CMB angular resolution <∼ 8′ for exploiting most of the detectable lensing B-mode
spectrum;
• CMB angular resolution <∼ 4′ for optimal measurement of polarisation E modes and
lensing B modes, as well as for separating lensing from primordial B modes.
The actual performance of different surveys for CMB polarisation science is discussed in
more detail in companion papers (Challinor et al. 2017; CORE Collaboration et al. 2016; Di
Valentino et al. 2016).
We also note that to provide a foreground-cleaned CMB map at a given resolution, all
the channels used for foreground cleaning must have at least that resolution. For primordial
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B-mode science at the level of r ' 10−3, both the synchrotron and the dust should be
mapped with an angular resolution of about 30′ or better. For primordial B-mode science
with r <∼ 0.01, signal dominated primordial B-mode maps at `>∼ 10 also require delensing, by
a factor of about 3 in power for r = 0.003, and about 10 for r = 0.001. In addition, for
r = 0.001, figure 4 shows that the cosmic variance of the lensing signal in bins ∆`/` = 0.3
is at about the level of the B-mode recombination bump, so that delensing is required to
achieve a detection. For a noise level of 2µK.arcmin, the required delensing by a factor of 3
in power can be achieved with CMB polarisation if the survey has an angular resolution of
about 4′ (see figure 5).
Alternatively, delensing can be achieved with precise maps of the CIB, and the capability
to delens with both small-scale CMB polarisation and the CIB would provide a useful cross-
check, as well as better delensing overall. Hence, in addition to the above CMB surveys, for
enabling “ultimate” CMB polarisation science, possibly in combination with ground-based
observations reaching an angular resolution of about 2′, the space survey must also provide
maps of high-frequency foregrounds at a matching angular resolution. This leads to the
following additional requirements:
• dust polarisation maps with an angular resolution of about 2′, for component separation
on small scales;
• CIB intensity maps for an alternative way of B-mode delensing, essential for detecting
primordial B modes below r ' 0.01.
These high-frequency observations must be done from space. On the other hand, small-scale
synchrotron polarisation maps, which are too challenging to obtain from space because of the
required telescope size, can be obtained with large ground-based radio telescopes if necessary.
4.5 Frequency channels
We distinguish requirements for the main CMB science (addressed with the observation of
CMB polarisation E and B modes) and for other science goals.
CMB polarisation: The minimum of foreground emission relative to the CMB is located
between 60 and 100 GHz. One might then think that the best frequency to observe CMB
polarisation would be located precisely at this minimum. However, there are practical ad-
vantages to observing at higher frequencies.
• Since the beam size of a diffraction-limited telescope scales as the inverse of the fre-
quency, the angular resolution that can be achieved at 120 and 180 GHz is, respectively,
2 and 3 times better than at 60 GHz.
• When CMB observations are made at 150 GHz or above, most of the complex low-
frequency foreground emission signals are low enough that it suffices to reduce their
contamination by a factor <∼ 10. Only dust contamination needs to be accurately sub-
tracted (at the sub-percent level) from the CMB polarisation observations.
• This dominant astrophysical foreground can be monitored at ν > 200 GHz with bet-
ter angular resolution than that of the CMB channels, while for a single dish multi-
frequency instrument, low-frequency foregrounds are observed at lower angular resolu-
tion, and hence cannot be monitored over the full range of useful angular scales.
• Finally, as shown in Appendix A, the CMB sensitivity per focal-plane area in space is
maximal in the 150–250 GHz frequency range.
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Taking this into account, we should observe the CMB mostly in bands centred between
about 130 and 200 GHz, avoiding the ν = 115 GHz and ν = 230 GHz CO (J = 1→ 0) and
(J = 2→ 1) lines. We also need channels below and above this frequency range for moni-
toring foreground emission. A factor of around 2 in frequency provides proper leverage for
distinguishing the various emission processes, i.e., we need frequency bands extending from
about 65 to 400 GHz. Ground-based telescopes can provide synchrotron observations over
large patches of sky at ν <∼ 40 GHz, so observing those frequencies with a space-based mission
is not a priority. High frequencies, however, must be observed from space.
As discussed above in section 4.1.2, at least 10 different channels in that frequency range,
and preferably more, are required to separate the different foreground emission signals from
the CMB over a substantial fraction of sky. Additional bands are required to extend the
fraction of sky that can be used for CMB science. Spreading frequency channels logarithmi-
cally in the 65–400 GHz frequency range with frequency ratios such that νn+1 ' 1.15 νn (a
sampling in frequency well matched with a bandwidth ∆ν/ν of approximately 30% per chan-
nel) yields a set of 15 frequency channels that is adequate for CMB science, with some safety
margin. Actual CORE channels are obtained by a similar process (starting at ν0 = 60 GHz
instead of 65 GHz, and making the channels a bit closer in the main CMB frequency range).
Further optimisation depends on assumptions about polarised foreground emission prop-
erties. To be on the safe side, it is preferable to pick a baseline with more channels than
strictly required, in case polarised foreground emission turns out to be more complicated
than current models might suggest.
Other science: We now consider options to further optimize the legacy value of the sur-
vey, in particular in combination with complementary ground-based CMB observations with
CMB-S4.
Accurate science with galaxy clusters requires a frequency range covering both the
minimum and the maximum of the thermal SZ distortion, i.e., ranging from around 120 GHz
to 400 GHz. A few channels in that frequency range (at least three, but preferably more for
redundancy) are required to separate the thermal SZ from the kinetic SZ and also to monitor
temperature effects, which, for hot clusters, can modify the thermal SZ spectrum by 5–10%.
These requirements are fulfilled with the channels selected on the basis of CMB polarisation
science.
Additional channels above and below this frequency range are required to monitor con-
tamination by radio and/or infrared sources in clusters, and to avoid confusion with small-
scale foreground emission, in particular Galactic dust and the CIB. Again, a factor of around
2 in frequency below 120 GHz and above 400 GHz seems adequate, with at least four chan-
nels on both sides. This suggests extending the frequency range to span 60–800 GHz, with
four channels above 400 GHz and four channels below 120 GHz. A 220-GHz channel, close
to the zero of the thermal SZ effect, separates CMB anisotropies and the kinetic SZ from
the thermal SZ (assuming that the CO lines are controlled in some way, e.g., with notch
filters). For the best synergy with the future CMB-S4 programme, the angular resolution of
the high-frequency channels above ν ' 300 GHz on the space mission must match that of the
ground-based survey at 150 and 220 GHz.
CIB anisotropies are useful as a delensing tool for primary CMB science. As demon-
strated withPlanck , mapping the CIB anisotropies is relatively easy in patches with low dust
emission, using channels at 350, 550 and 850 GHz. At higher frequency, low-redshift infrared
galaxies, observable by other means, start to dominate the CIB emission, and dust emission
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from our own galaxy is relatively stronger. With at least five channels above 300 GHz (but
preferably more for increased accuracy), it will be possible to use a generalised internal lin-
ear combination method (Remazeilles et al. 2011) to separate CIB emission from thermal
dust over a significant fraction of sky, as demonstrated using Planck and IRAS observations
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2016h). The CIB map obtained in this way, in addition to its
intrinsic scientific interest, can be used to delens CMB B modes and improve constraints
on the primordial CMB B-mode spectrum, independently of what can be done with CMB
delensing only. This is an essential tool for cross-checking and validating delensing based on
CMB data only.
A principal component analysis can be used on multi-channel CIB observations to infer
the star-formation rate (SFR) as a function of redshift. A study of how well different fu-
ture experiments would perform (Wu and Dore´ 2016), showed that the constraints steadily
improve with the number of channels between 220 and 850 GHz, provided sufficient angular
resolution is available. From their figure 3, a factor of 30 is gained on the SFR figure of
merit they define by increasing the number of channels above 200 GHz from 5 to 10, and
yet another similar factor is gained with 25 channels above 200 GHz. Although not designed
for CIB science, with eight channels above 200 GHz, CORE outperforms other experiments
such as LiteBIRD (which in addition suffers from reduced angular resolution) and CMB-S4
(with frequency bands limited to atmospheric windows). CORE could be further optimised
for CIB science; this could be considered at a later stage if compatible with budgetary and
programmatic constraints of the implementation of the mission.
4.6 Systematic effects
Polarising bolometric detectors integrate the electromagnetic power along one polarisation
axis. They measure a combination of intensity and linear polarisation Stokes parameters.
Assuming an infinitely small beam and frequency band, the signal on the detector, once it is
calibrated in units of CMB temperature fluctuations, can be modelled as
x = I + η(Q cos(2ψ) + U sin(2ψ)) + n, (4.1)
where I is the sky brightness and Q and U are the two Stokes parameters describing linear
polarisation in the observed sky direction and at the relevant frequency, η is polarisation
efficiency (ideally equal to unity), n is the noise term, and ψ is an angle of observation with
respect to a set of reference axes. E and B polarisation are obtained by non-local linear
combinations of Q and U (Kamionkowski et al. 1997; Zaldarriaga and Seljak 1997). In order
to measure Q and U , it is necessary to invert a linear system of measurements at different
orientations of the form
xi = I + η(Q cos(2ψi) + U sin(2ψi)) + ni, (4.2)
which can be rewritten in vector-matrix format
x = As + n, (4.3)
where s = [I,Q, U ] is the vector of sky Stokes parameters, and A is an operator that in-
tegrates the pixel and frequency-dependent sky signal s(p, ν), and can be thought of as a
generalised mixing or pointing matrix that depends on detector responses (calibration, polar-
isation efficiency, beams, and frequency bands) and on the scanning and observing strategy
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(pointing, orientation, and polarisation modulation). If an estimate Â of the mixing matrix
A is known, an estimate of s is obtained by linear inversion as
ŝ =
[
ÂTWÂ
]−1
ÂTWx, (4.4)
and the best estimate of s in the least squares sense is obtained when the “weighting matrix”
W is the inverse of the noise covariance matrix of the observations.
Inserting x = As + n in eq. (4.4) we immediately see that if Â = A, and if there are
enough measurements in each sky pixel (with different scanning angles) for the matrix ÂTWÂ
to be invertible, the estimate of s is unbiased, since ŝ = s up to an additive noise term that
does not depend on s. If, however, Â 6= A, we obtain
ŝ =
[
ÂTWÂ
]−1 [
ÂTWA
]
s + noise, (4.5)
where the product of the first two matrices (in square brackets) is different from the identity.
Non-vanishing off-diagonal terms generate mixing between I, Q, and U . Since I  E  B,
the most problematic effects are leakage of intensity into polarisation, and leakage of E into
B.
The survey should allow for the inversion of the system in eq. (4.3) accurately enough
that the total uncertainty on the final CMB data products is dominated by detector noise
at the required level of 2µK.arcmin. Instrumental imperfections that generate systematic
errors, and ways to mitigate them by design and during the data analysis phase, are further
discussed in section 7, as well as in a dedicated companion paper (Natoli et al. 2017).
4.7 Flexibility, safety margins, and redundancy
The survey requirements above are somewhat approximate (by choice). Indeed, the scientific
capabilities of CORE are continuous functions of the main parameters defining the survey,
so there is no reason to be too prescriptive in the specific value of a particular parameter.
For example, although full-sky coverage is preferable, the main goals of the mission are not
sacrificed if a fraction of sky is missing, up to a few tens of percent if the missing part is
in regions of high Galactic emission. Additionally, although it is highly desirable to map
the CMB with a sensitivity sufficient for signal-dominated B-mode mapping, the ability of
the mission to reach its science goals is not radically different if the signal-to-noise ratio per
mode (or pixel) is only ' 2 or ' 3 (even if, of course, the higher the better). Similarly,
there is some flexibility in the exact angular resolution that needs to be achieved — whether
primordial B modes are mapped with 30′ angular resolution or 20′ is not absolutely critical,
nor whether lensing B modes are mapped with 4′ or 6′ angular resolution. The impact of the
mission characteristics on the scientific performance of CORE is studied more rigorously in
the companion papers (Challinor et al. 2017; CORE Collaboration et al. 2016; Di Valentino
et al. 2016).
In spite of this flexibility, we must realise that the task is challenging. As can be seen in
figure 1, the primordial B-mode power spectrum, CBB` , must be detected at a level that is 4–6
orders of magnitude below the foreground contamination C`, an order of magnitude below
the lensing B-mode spectrum, 8 orders of magnitude below CTT` and 3 orders of magnitude
below CEE` . It is not sufficient to design the mission to just barely be able to detect a small
excess of power that could be primordial B modes (assuming that foreground and lensing
contamination as well as systematic effects will be under control). Even with a design that
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is optimised to avoid such contamination, the ability must be built in for ascertaining that
the desired signal is what is being measured. This calls for safety margins and redundancy
in the capacity to detect primordial B modes.
The lensing B-mode power spectrum, CBB` , although larger and hence easier to detect
than primordial B modes for r<∼0.01, as already seen in existing results (Keisler et al. 2015;
The Polarbear Collaboration: P. A. R. Ade et al. 2014), is nevertheless challenging to ac-
curately measure. The power spectrum at its peak is 4 orders of magnitude below CTT` , 2
orders of magnitude below CEE` , and at about the level of the foreground contamination over
most of the sky. Detecting these B modes is one thing, but measuring them precisely enough
that the uncertainty on CBB` is dominated by the sample variance of Gaussian noise, or by
their own cosmic variance, is another thing entirely. Systematic effects and foregrounds must
be controlled at the proper level.
The survey’s ability to detect and scientifically exploit B modes must have built-in
redundancy. After the analysis of the data from the mission, the only way to convince
oneself that an excess B-mode signal al low ` is indeed a detection of primordial B modes is
to show that the signal persists when the data are split into parts. One can ask if the signal
is seen equally well in each of the first and second halves of the mission? In the north and
south parts of the sky? With different Galactic cuts? In separate frequency channels, after
component separation with different methods? For such tests to be implemented, the survey
must have extra frequency channels, and be capable of detecting B modes in such data cuts,
each of which will have sensitivity reduced by a factor that ranges from
√
2 to a few.
4.8 Survey requirements and goals – summary
Although there is some flexibility, there are nevertheless stringent specifications that the
survey must meet to reach its main science objectives. These requirements can be summarised
as follows.
• The survey must map a large fraction of sky, allowing us to produce foreground-cleaned
maps of CMB polarisation over at least 50% of the sky in a least two (but preferably
three or more) different frequency channels in the 100–200 GHz range.
• The survey must be sufficient to unambiguously confirm the inflationary origin of any
detected large-scale B-mode signal for the targetted value of r. For this purpose, both
the reionisation bump below ` = 10 and the recombination bump up to ` ' 200 must be
detected, with the ability to see the turnover above ` = 80. For r = 0.001, a foreground-
cleaned, delensed CMB B-mode map is required to have noise level <∼ 3µK.arcmin at
angular resolution 30′ or better.
• All foregrounds must be mapped at several frequencies, with sufficient angular resolu-
tion for cleaning their emission in the CMB channels to below the noise sample variance
at all ` between 2 and 200, and for characterising the level of the residuals. In par-
ticular, polarised synchrotron and dust must each be mapped in at least four different
frequency channels, with 30′ angular resolution or better in each channel.
• Lensing B-mode science requires a survey sensitivity <∼ 2.5µK.arcmin and CMB angular
resolution <∼ 8′. For foreground cleaning, the dominating dust foreground emission must
be mapped at a matching angular resolution in at least four frequency channels. These
requirements also guarantee near-ultimate E-mode science.
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• The survey must allow for delensing the B modes down to a residual level of about
3µK.arcmin over the 50% of sky used for CMB science, either using the CIB, which
must then be mapped up to ` = 2000 or better in several frequency channels above
200 GHz, or using small-scale CMB polarisation observations, or (preferably) both.
• The survey must allow for all the necessary mitigation strategies for systematic effects.
• Adequate margins and redundancy strategies must be implemented for fulfilling the
above requirements.
To maximise the scientific reach of the mission, we design the mission to also fulfill the
following goals.
• For the legacy value of the survey, full-sky maps at all frequencies should be obtained
by the space mission.
• For exploiting CMB polarisation to its full potential, E and B modes must be mapped
with an angular resolution <∼ 4′.
• For complementarity with future ground-based CMB observations, dust emission should
be mapped from space with an angular resolution of about 2′.
5 Mission design
5.1 Practical constraints
The mission concept must be designed so that it can be implemented in the framework of
an ESA M-class mission, for a total budget <∼EUR 700 million for the project (funded mostly
by ESA with a EUR 550 million cost cap for an M-class mission, the remainder being funded
by European national funding agencies and possible international partners). This is also
the typical cost envisaged for future NASA Probe-class missions. The spacecraft must fit in
the fairing of the future Ariane 6.2 launcher. The spacecraft mass and size, and the overall
programme cost cannot much exceed what has been implemented forPlanck , i.e., a total mass
of order 2 (metric) tonnes, a 1.5-m class telescope (for which the diffraction limit at 150 GHz
is ' 5.6′), and a power consumption of order 2 kW. The drastic performance improvement as
compared withPlanck will primarily come from an increased number of photon-noise-limited
detectors (a few thousand instead of a few tens), from an increased number of frequency
channels (for better component separation performance in foreground-dominated regions),
and from a highly-redundant observational strategy better suited to the measurement of
polarisation, with precise control of all systematic effects that could impact the performance
of the mission.
5.2 Orbit
The choice of an orbit impacts all aspects of the mission: launch requirements; payload and
spacecraft geometry; and size of the telecommunications system. As for WMAP and Planck
before, CORE will be in orbit around the second Lagrange point (L2) of the Sun-Earth
system, to ensure that the Sun, Earth, and Moon are well away from the line of sight at all
times. This has been the baseline for EPIC, for previous versions ofCORE (COrE ,COrE+),
and for PRISM. Alternative proposed missions have considered a circular Sun-synchronous
low-Earth orbit (LEO), similar to that of COBE , which relaxes the requirements on the
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launcher, as well as on the communications system for telemetry; this was the case for early
versions of LiteBIRD and PIXIE.
The main drawback of an LEO is the contamination of the measurement by sidelobe
pickup from celestial bodies. The Moon and the Sun each subtend a solid angle of about
700 arcmin2, for an emission temperature of approximately 300 K and 6000 K, respectively,
in the frequency range of interest. The target polarisation sensitivity on the same angular
scale is about 0.07µK. The level of sidelobe rejection towards the Moon must thus be of the
order of 4 × 109 or better, while that of the Sun must be of the order of 8 × 1010. From
an LEO, the Earth subtends a very large fraction of sky (tens of percent). Inhomogeneities
in surface temperature and emissivity, modulated in the far sidelobe pickup of the telescope
radiation pattern, are therefore a concern for a sensitive CMB space mission.
The impact of this sidelobe stray light is difficult to assess, and demonstrating prior to
launch that it does not degrade the performance of the mission would require comprehensive
studies (the far-field integrated sidelobe response under normal instrument observing condi-
tions cannot be reliably measured on the ground). It is hence safer to minimise the risk of
sidelobe stray light by design, and select the L2 point as a baseline to keep all of the Sun,
Earth, and Moon well away from the main beam of the instrument, as well as masked by a
number of screens.
A possible orbit around the Sun-Earth L2 point is shown in figure 3. The size of the
orbit impacts the required amount of propellant for injection into orbit, and the maximum
elongation of the Earth and Moon with respect to the Sun as seen from the spacecraft.
Table 3 lists the typical ∆vorb required to inject a 2-tonne spacecraft into orbit for three
possible Lissajous orbits around L2. The maximum Earth elongation with respect to the
Sun is also listed; this is relevant for the design of the telecommunications system and for
sidelobe rejection.
Orbit around L2 Ax ×Ay [km] ∆vorb θEarth at maximum
Large Lissajous 250,000× 673,000 90 m s−1 24◦
Medium Lissajous 100,000× 320,000 270 m s−1 12◦
Small Lissajous 50,000× 160,000 330 m s−1 6◦
Table 3. Typical required ∆vorb and maximum Earth elongation for various Lissajous orbits around
the Sun-Earth L2 Lagrange point.
5.3 Observing strategy
Following the survey requirements, the observing strategy is selected to cover the whole sky
in temperature and polarisation, with redundancy of the measurement over many different
periods of time. As discussed in section 4.6, the observational plan should be designed for
an adequate control of residuals of I into Q and U (temperature-to-polarisation leakage)
after inversion of the linear system of observations, and for adequate control of errors in the
polarisation angle (mixing of Q and U , which generate leakage of E into B). To that effect,
we place the following requirements and preferences on the observing strategy.
1. Each pixel must be observed by the same detector with many different polarisation
angles over the course of the mission, preferably evenly spread in [0, 2pi] for best polar-
isation sensitivity (Couchot et al. 1999).
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2. Each pixel must be observed with different polarisation angles on relatively short
timescales (timescales on which the calibration parameters are not expected to vary
significantly).
3. Each pixel must be observed at very different times during the course of the mission.
4. The line of sight must never come close to the direction of the Sun, Earth, or Moon (this
specification must be quantified using models of the 2-dimensional radiation pattern of
the telescope).
5. To avoid strong fluctuations of the temperature of the payload, the solar flux absorbed
by the spacecraft should be as constant as possible. The cooling chain should preferably
provide stable instrument temperature. Any variation of the payload or instrument
temperature should be slow compared to the timescale of polarisation measurements.
6. For negligible impact of low-frequency (additive) noise, most of the pixels should be
revisited on timescales of the order of the inverse of the knee frequency of the low-
frequency noise (i.e., the frequency at which the power spectrum of low-frequency noise
equals that of the white noise). This makes it possible to remove the low-frequency
noise using appropriate data-processing techniques (de Gasperis et al. 2005; Kurki-
Suonio et al. 2009; Revenu et al. 2000; Tristram et al. 2011).
7. Distant pixels must be observed at time-lags smaller that the typical timescale of any
instrumental long-term instability, e.g., low-frequency noise, gain drifts, or payload
temperature drifts.
8. For minimising the sample variance (and for the legacy value of the observations), the
complete sky must be observed, with integration time being evenly spread over the sky.
9. It may be useful to implement a scanning strategy that can concentrate observations
in the cleanest regions of the sky during a mission extension, after identification of
such regions during the main survey. A mission design compatible with this option is
preferred.
The choice to implement an active polarisation modulation system onboard the spacecraft,
using a spinning or stepped HWP, is an important element for the definition of the observing
strategy. The use of an HWP simplifies the implementation of requirements 1 and 2 (above)
by adding the extra flexibility to rotate the polarisation without rotating the whole spacecraft.
However, an HWP also has several drawbacks, discussed in section 6.4, that impact the
performance and feasibility of the mission. As a baseline, we favour an observing strategy
with no HWP. As a consequence, all the requirements above must be fulfilled by scanning
only.
The selected strategy impacts the choice between a spin-stabilised or a 3-axis stabilised
spacecraft. With spin-stabilisation, the whole spacecraft rotates around a pre-defined axis
that is fixed in the frame of the spacecraft. When the telescope line of sight is offset from
this spin axis by some angle β, the line of sight scans the sky along a circle of radius β.
A large value of β combined with fast spinning connects distant points on short timescales
(requirement 7 above); this was the case forPlanck , for which β = 85◦. On the other extreme,
β = 0 results in a sky pixel being observed with all possible orientations on a short timescale
(requirement 2); this is the baseline scanning strategy for PIXIE.
To observe the complete sky, the direction of the spin axis must be changed during
the mission lifetime. For Planck , this was achieved using small thrusters that corrected the
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Figure 6. Top: Distribution of the polarisation sensitivity over the sky for the 145 GHz detectors of
the CORE baseline design. For this single channel, the sensitivity ranges from about 3µK.arcmin in
two deep patches located at the ecliptic poles (blue), to about 6µK.arcmin near the ecliptic plane,
with a median of about 5µK.arcmin. Bottom left: Cumulative distribution function of the sensitivity
over the sky; most of the pixels are seen with a polarisation sensitivity ranging from 4 to 6µK.arcmin
(with the Q and U distributions overlapping in the plot). Bottom right: Power spectra of the noise
maps for the 145-GHz channel (4 years of observation with 144 detectors distributed in 9 rows of 16),
compared to the theoretical estimate from Table 1 for homogeneous coverage.
direction of the spin axis every 40 minutes or so. If motions must be made on smaller
timescales, attitude corrections require a significant amount of propellant (see Ref. (Wallis
et al. 2017) for a more complete discussion of the corresponding constraints on the mission).
With a 3-axis stabilised spacecraft, reaction wheels rotate to keep the satellite in the desired
orientation as a function of time. This solution is more flexible, but the scanning speed is
limited by the maximum momentum of the reaction wheels, which must compensate for the
momentum of the whole spacecraft.
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We select a baseline in which the satellite is spun with a short period Tspin ' 2 min
(frequency fspin ' 8 mHz). The spin axis itself will precess with a frequency fprec (with a
longer period Tprec ' 4 days), around a direction that will be maintained roughly anti-solar
(and thus rotate around the Sun with a period of about 1 year to follow the annual motion
of the Earth). The spin axis will be offset from the precession axis by an angle α ' 30◦, and
the optical axis will be offset from the spin axis by an angle β ' 65◦ (figure 3). The resulting
temperature and polarisation sensitivity distribution over the sky for a set of 144 detectors
at 145 GHz, and the resulting noise power spectrum, are shown in figures 6 and 7.
Figure 7. Left: Histogram of noise level for temperature and polarisation, in bins of δσ = 0.1;
the two peaks of the distribution, lying for polarisation slightly below 5µK.arcmin and 6µK.arcmin,
correspond to the dominating colours in the top panel of figure 6. Right: Histogram of the noise
realisation on the map in bins of 0.4µK.arcmin. The noise is generated by projection of 4-year
timelines for a patch of 36 detectors each sampled at 85 Hz onto an Nside = 1024 HEALPix (Go´rski
et al. 2005) map. The noise values are then rescaled to 144 detectors (four patches of 36 following each
other in the scan) and to an equivalent 1 arcmin2 pixel size, for easier comparison with the expected
noise level. For both panels, the Q and U histograms overlap.
The optimisation of α and β is discussed in Ref. (Wallis et al. 2017). In addition to the
distribution of observing time over the sky and the distribution of scanning angles for each
pixel, these choices impact the design of the payload itself. Further discussion on the trade-
offs that lead to the particular selection of α and β values, and of the spin and precession
periods, can be found in section 6 and Appendix B.
5.4 Mission phases and operations
The main mission phases are listed below.
• Launch and Early Operations phase: The spacecraft will be launched warm, cool-
ers will be turned on shortly after launch. The launcher will place CORE on an orbit
towards the Sun-Earth L2 point. Small corrections to the orbit as deemed necessary
will take place in the first few days after launch.
• Decontamination phase: The temperature will be allowed to progressively descend
to around 170 K, and will be stabilised for a period of about 2 weeks for out-gassing
and decontamination of the optical surfaces and of the focal plane.
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• Commissioning and transfer phase: For about 2.5 months, the spacecraft will
cruise towards L2. Checks of the basic functionality of the spacecraft and of the payload
(commands, AOC, telemetry, and payload basic functionality) will also be performed.
• Calibration and Performance Verification phase: This phase, which will start im-
mediately after injection ofCORE on its orbit around L2, and last for about 2 months,
will consist of instrument tuning, verification of the sensitivity, initial measurement of
instrument key parameters, and initial characterisation of systematic effects.
• Nominal observation phase: For about 4 years,CORE will perform routine scanning
of the sky following the selected scanning strategy.
• Extended observation phase: An extension of the mission for deeper integration
on selected small patches of sky will be considered if justified by the scientific results
obtained from the nominal survey data.
• Decommissioning phase: At the end of operations, the spacecraft will be removed
from its nominal orbit around L2, injected into an heliocentric orbit, and passivated.
5.5 Telemetry
For Planck , a small Lissajous orbit around L2 was selected to keep the Earth elongation
compatible with telecommunication with a fixed, large-beam antenna at the bottom of the
spacecraft. With about 30 times more detectors,CORE needs a continuous data rate of about
1.15 Mbit s−1 (for the baseline configuration). A small (roughly 30 cm) steerable antenna
operating in the Ka band, communicating with large ground-based antennas currently in
use, is compatible with this telemetry requirement.
6 Payload
Figure 8 illustrates the conceptual design of the CORE spacecraft. The passively cooled
payload module (PLM) is separated from the warm service module (SVM) by a main Sun
screen. Throughout the mission, the Sun, Earth, and Moon will always be on the same side
of this Sun screen, the PLM being on the other side.
To avoid modulation of the solar flux during the scan, the spacecraft is designed with a
general axis of symmetry that coincides with the spin axis. The Sun itself remains, throughout
the scanning, on a cone of opening angle β with respect to the spacecraft, i.e., always at the
same angular distance from the spin axis. This defines a shadow cone on the PLM side, in
which all PLM elements must be accommodated to avoid any direct solar illumination during
the course of the observations. The Sun screen does not necessarily have to be a flat disc.
It is possible, for example, to extend it vertically with a cylinder or a cone to increase the
available payload volume.
The payload must be designed to accommodate a telescope that focusses incoming radi-
ation onto a large focal plane. The size of the telescope is driven by the scientific requirements
on angular resolution and on the level of sidelobe rejection. The angular diameter of the main
beam (between the zeros of the Airy function) of a disc of diameter D is θbeam ' 70λ/D (in
degrees), where λ is the wavelength of observation. The FWHM is about half of that for full
illumination of the aperture. However, for an aperture illumination with an edge taper of
<∼20 dB, the effective aperture size is close to half of that of the telescope, so that the actual
FWHM of the beam is close to the size of the Airy disc. At 150 GHz (2 mm), a 1-m aperture
corresponds to a main beam full width of ' 8.4′, while a 2-m aperture corresponds to half
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Figure 8. Conceptual sketch of the main elements of the CORE payload; The Sun screen and
insulating interface keep the payload in the shade and cold; The telescope focuses the light onto the
focal plane; The main payload shield reduces stray light from telescope sidelobes; Active coolers that
can be located in the service module, or in a interface element between the service module and the
cold payload, cool the focal plane to 100 mK, with intermediate stages at 1.7 K, 4 K and 15–20 K.
of that, i.e., ' 4.2′ (actual FWHM beams are slightly different, since they also depend on
the exact illumination pattern of the aperture by horns or lenslets in the focal plane, or cold
stops if any). To fit in the 4.5-m fairing of an Ariane 6.2 launcher, the focal number of a
1.5-m telescope should remain <∼ 3 (less for a larger telescope).
The focal plane must accommodate a few thousand background-limited detectors. Hence,
the typical diameter of a focal plane observing with thousands of detectors of size >∼λ in the
100–200 GHz frequency range is tens of centimetres. Detector coupling using lenslets or horn
feeds require more space per pixel, typically of the order of 3–6λ diameter per focal-plane
pixel. The larger the focal plane, the more pixels it can accommodate, and hence the better
the sensitivity of the instrument. The CORE baseline focal plane is 50 cm in diameter. For
an increased number of detectors, dual-polarisation, multi-frequency detectors, such as those
deployed on some ground-based instruments, are an appealing technological solution.
To reach background-limited performance, the detectors must be cryogenically cooled
to sub-kelvin temperatures. The space environment makes it possible to passively cool the
whole payload itself to a temperature <∼ 100 K, to reduce the radiative background from the
telescope mirrors and from the payload on the detectors, as well as the thermal load on the
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active cooling stages. Such passive cooling is an advantage, but not a strict necessity – the
CMB can be observed through a warm telescope. As long as the optical coupling of the
payload with the detectors is kept below about 1%, the load from a 300-K payload onto the
detectors is <∼3 KRJ, i.e., comparable to the load from the CMB itself.
A set of reflecting and absorbing shields and baﬄes prevent stray light from reaching the
focal plane. The main payload shield itself has two roles. In addition to being a protection
against stray light originating from the sky itself (blocking in particular all spillover radiation
around the telescope reflectors), it also contributes to the passive cooling by radiating towards
cold space. The same concept was used on Planck , for which the payload temperature was
' 45 K.
6.1 Instrument design
TheCORE instrument is designed to observe the sky in the frequency range 60–600 GHz with
a multi-beam, multi-band polarimeter. As a baseline, the sky emission is collected with a 1.2-
m projected aperture telescope that feeds a large focal plane populated with an array of 2100
background-limited detectors. The focal plane is actively cooled to 0.1 K using a continuum-
cycle dilution refrigerator. A set of reflecting, low-pass filters reduces the radiative loading
reaching the focal plane. Detectors are distributed among 19 frequency bands, each of which
have an approximate fractional band-width of 30%. The bands, which monitor foregrounds
at the lower and higher end of the spectrum, with the CMB in the middle, are defined by
plastic-embedded metal-mesh filters.
Sensitivity to polarisation is obtained by means of plastic-embedded metal grids for all
single-polarisation detectors (ν > 115 GHz), and by means of planar ortho-mode transducers
for the dual-polarisation detectors (ν ≤ 115 GHz). Radiation is coupled to LEKID resonators
by means of embedded-mesh lenslets and short waveguide sections for ν ≤ 220 GHz, and to
MKIDs via standard silicon lenslets for ν ≥ 255 GHz. For simplicity, most of the CORE
detectors are baselined to be single frequency, single polarisation, but this could be revised
in the future, for improved sensitivity. More details can be found in the companion instrument
paper (de Bernardis et al. 2017).
6.2 Telescope
Two main telescope options have been considered: a Gregorian telescope similar to that of
Planck (Tauber et al. 2010b); or a crossed-Dragone design, similar to that considered for
EPIC (Bock et al. 2009), LiteBIRD (Ishino et al. 2016; Matsumura et al. 2014), or for future
ground-based experiments (Niemack 2016).
The Gregorian telescope has the advantage of compactness for a given aperture. How-
ever, the focal surface, neither flat nor telecentric, is not optimally suited to big arrays of
detectors. This drawback could be corrected with the use of tertiary optics, e.g., either a
refractive lens, or a set of lenses. As lenses are emissive (typical emissivity <∼10%), they must
be cooled to cryogenic temperatures, typically below 20 K to contribute negligible background
loading. For a good optical efficiency of the whole system, they must also be covered with
anti-reflection coating, which is hard to achieve for a very broad band.
The crossed-Dragone design offers a larger, flat, near-telecentric focal plane, but is more
cumbersome, and hence harder to fit into the fairing for a 1.2-m aperture. In addition, the
focal plane is near the incoming beam, and is thus exposed to direct illumination from the
sky, which is a source of sidelobe contamination. The baseline we consider, shown in figure 9,
solves both problems with a relatively large focal number (F ' 2.5) and a flat tertiary mirror,
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Figure 9. View of the CORE optical system, on top of the V-grooves. Shields and structures are
not represented. The primary mirror is shown in blue, the secondary mirror in green, the flat tertiary
mirror in red, and the focal-plane array in purple.
which re-locates the focal surface so that it fits in the payload and can be shielded from direct
illumination from the sky. Further details of the optics are given in the companion instrument
paper (de Bernardis et al. 2017).
6.3 Shielding against sidelobe stray light
Sidelobe rejection is essential to avoid contaminating CMB measurements with stray light
emission originating from bright sky regions away from the line of sight. Difference maps of
observations made with Planck in different surveys highlight the variations in the signal ob-
served in two different orientations. Patterns due to differential integrated sidelobe emission
are clearly seen in those difference maps (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014c).
A model of thePlanck 2-D radiation pattern identifies the main features responsible for
the observed sidelobe pickup as spillover around the edge of the secondary mirror and the
primary mirror, and reflections on the sides of the main baﬄe. The level of these features
ranges typically from −75 to −85 dB, while the majority of the remainder of the radiation
pattern is at −95 dB or below. The total integrated spillover around the primary or the
secondary typically is at the level of 0.1–0.2% (Tauber et al. 2010b).
While the satellite spins to scan the sky, each of these sidelobe patterns also sweeps the
sky with a large elongated “beam,” of typical size tens of deg2. When such spillover patterns
(which can be though of as elongated structures scanning the sky) cross large structures with
brightness of a few mK amplitude, such as the Galactic ridge, they contribute a signal of
the order of a few µK equivalent amplitude brightness, extending over few-degree scales. For
comparison, the average noise ofCORE integrated over a 10 deg2 sky patch is about 0.01µK,
i.e., 100 to 1000 times smaller.
Since sidelobe patterns are very polarised (diffraction around conductive edges polarise
the diffracted light), the sidelobe signal is not reduced much by differencing detectors with
orthogonal polarisation sensitivity, nor by a rotating HWP. We must control sidelobes down
to a level 100 to 1000 times better than was achieved for Planck . For CORE , this is achieved
with the combination of:
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Figure 10. Right: View of the spacecraft, showing the configuration of the three telescope mirrors,
M1, M2, and M3, the focal plane, FP, and the various screens. The screens S1, S2, and S3 are designed
so that the focal plane is not in direct view of the sky, and hence receives radiation from the sky only
through the telescope, or after several reflections on the (mostly absorptive) screens. Left: Side view
of the spacecraft in the fairing of an Ariane 6 launcher, illustrating the “book-shaped” geometry of
the V-grooves.
• under-illumination of the secondary and primary mirrors, so as reduce direct spillover
around telescope reflectors (we assume a typical required edge taper similar to that of
Planck , i.e., of the order of 20–25 dB);
• an approximately 90% absorptive payload main screen, which reduces the level of stray
light by a factor of about 10 at each (partial) reflection;
• a main baﬄe geometry such that the 10% reflected power off each absorptive surface
is primarily reflected to another absorptive surface, away from the focal plane;
• additional absorptive baﬄes that avoid any direct view of the sky from the focal-plane
array.
This design results in additional rejection of sidelobe pickup by as many orders of magnitude
as the number of (partial) reflections that are required for incoming stray light to reach the
focal plane, i.e., at least 1 order of magnitude, but likely more. TheCORE baﬄing/shielding
design is shown in figure 10.
In addition to being designed for the minimisation of the sidelobe stray light contam-
ination, CORE is a highly redundant mission. Each 4-detector set observes a connected
map of 45% of sky every 4 days. This provides thousands of independant maps of each sky
region, obtained at different times, with different spacecraft orientation, and different detec-
tor sets, that can be compared to find signatures of any detectable residual of stray light
contamination.
Absorptive screens have the drawback of increased load on the detectors and on the
active cooling chain, and thus should preferably be as cold as possible. The other drawback
is the impact of temperature fluctuations of the payload on the detected signals. A 1-mK
temperature fluctuation of a payload 1% coupled to the detectors generates a 10-µK signal.
Such internal stray light emission is usually not correlated to the spacecraft pointing on the
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sky (contrarily to sidelobe stray light), and thus generates spurious signals that are additive
(and uncorrelated with the sky emission), rather than multiplicative. They can be removed
by processing in a map-making step, along with other low-frequency noise terms; they should
nonetheless be kept small by design.
6.4 Polarisation modulation
Some CMB polarisation experiments make use of active modulation of the polarisation with
a rotating half-wave plate (HWP). Polarisation modulation with an ideal HWP has the ad-
vantage of uniformly spreading the angles of polarisation sensitivity in each observed pixel
(for optimal polarisation sensitivity), and of mitigating some systematic effects, such as those
due to beam asymmetry (when a single detector observing sky pixels with various orienta-
tions is used to make polarisation maps). When continuously rotated at a frequency fHWP,
it also shifts the frequency of the useful signal to wings of a carrier located at 4fHWP in the
frequency domain, while the signal of a spinning telescope is concentrated in narrow frequen-
cies around multiples of fspin. A fast modulation moves the signal away from the frequency
range impacted by any long-term instabilities, such as low-frequency noise gain drifts, and
more generally time-evolution of the instrumental response. These desirable properties make
the use of HWPs appealing for measuring CMB polarisation. However, there also are several
drawbacks to the use of an HWP (in particular in a satellite mission). Perfect modulation is
technologically hard to implement, and modulation by an imperfect HWP is likely to generate
systematic effects of its own, which might be hard to correct in the data analysis processing.
Whether or not to use an HWP is not a simple question – it must be answered in
a difficult trade-off between the advantages, the impact on science, and the risks. The
drawbacks of an HWP can be serious, so an HWP should be used only if it clearly helps
mitigate critical systematic effects that cannot be avoided by any other means. The CORE
baseline mission does not make use of an HWP. We explain why in more detail below.
6.4.1 Technical complexity
A rotating HWP in space is a (possibly large) cryogenic moving part on the payload. If
continuously rotating on a superconducting magnetic bearing, it is not straightforwardly
thermalised, and is also susceptible to being a source of magnetic fields close to the focal plane.
Since detectors and their readouts are susceptible to magnetic fields, enhanced magnetic
shielding will be required. The angular position (orientation of the principal axes of the
birefringent material) must be accurately known at all times to avoid time-dependent E–B
mixing. Any such error impacts all focal-plane detectors in a correlated way.
A stepped HWP can be clamped to be thermalised more easily. However, it does not
modulate the signal towards wings of 4fHWP in the frequency domain anymore, and hence
does not help with low-frequency noise and long-term instability. lt also requires an accurate
clamping mechanism to precisely know the HWP orientation each time it is fixed (in a
reproducible way).
These technical issues can probably be solved (half-wave plates are operated in many
sub-orbital experiments with no obvious show-stopper so far). In space however, they gener-
ate instrumental complexity (and hence cost and risk). This must be taken into account in
the decision process.
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6.4.2 Impact on science performance
Besides the technical challenges, the first major drawback of an HWP is the impact on the
scientific capabilities of the mission.
• An HWP reduces the sensitivity of the focal-plane instrument, as compared to the
broad-band photon-noise limit, either by reason of extra loading due to radiation emit-
ted by the HWP material and/or (as was the case for the COrE M3 proposal) by
constraining the width of the spectral bands. To avoid extra loading, the HWP must
be cold, so that the product  × T (emissivity times temperature) is a fraction of the
sky load (dominated by the 3-K CMB blackbody).
• A single HWP is efficient only in a restricted range of available frequencies of obser-
vation, so that covering the full frequency range required for proper monitoring of
foreground emission is not guaranteed. As a result, either several instruments covering
different frequency ranges must be implemented (with an independent HWP each), or
the capability to monitor foreground emission is potentially reduced.
• Used as a first optical element, practical considerations of technical feasibility result in
a restriction in the size of the optical aperture, and hence of the angular resolution and
of the throughput of the optics (large half-wave plates are challenging). This impacts
negatively the scientific reach of the mission, through the ability to de-lens B-modes,
component separation, and sidelobe rejection, since a smaller aperture has more far-
sidelobe pickup.
A reflective HWP was proposed as a baseline for the “M3” version of theCOrE . The original
proposed design used a polarising grid in front of a mirror, a design that allows for a reason-
ably large aperture (a baseline of 1.2 m in the COrE proposal) with relatively low emissivity.
It also avoided the limited frequency range of operation of current transmissive HWPs. This
concept had several appealing properties, its main drawback (besides technological readi-
ness) being a polarisation-modulation efficiency that strongly depended on the frequency of
observation. With such a design, optimal polarisation modulation is achieved at frequencies
of (2N+1)ν0, where ν0 is a fundamental frequency set by the distance between the grid and
the mirror (and was 15 GHz for COrE ), and N is an integer. As a result, the experiment
could only observe with high efficiency at frequencies centred around 45, 75, 105, 135, 165,
195, . . . GHz, in bands of typical width 15 GHz. This constraint generates two difficulties.
Firstly, the set of frequencies available for observation cannot be completely optimised for
foreground subtraction. TheCOrE concept had only three channels below 130 GHz to moni-
tor synchrotron emission, which was presumed to be good enough but without much margin
for surprises. Secondly, at high frequency, the width of the bands is small, of the order of only
10% at 135 and 165 GHz (which are the main frequency channels for mapping the CMB). To
compensate for the narrow band, many detectors must be deployed, more than 6300 forCOrE
to reach a final CMB sensitivity not better than what is achieved with CORE as proposed
for “M5,” with only 2100 detectors.
A novel type of reflective half-wave plate (R-HWP) was manufactured and tested in
recent years, as a result of an ESA funded project, “Large radii half-wave plate development,”
aimed at the development of this technology for future CMB satellite missions. The new
design, based on embedded mesh technology, has high polarisation-modulation efficiency
across a 150% bandwidth at incidence angles up to 45◦. The design could be further improved
to achieve the 164% bandwidth required for CORE if necessary. In that case, one could
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consider it either for a payload design similar to that of COrE (M3 version), or for an M5-
type concept (baseline design presented in the present paper), for replacing the tertiary mirror
of the telescope with such an R-HWP. Both options would preserve the angular resolution
and sensitivity of the baselineCORE design. However, an embedded mesh HWP is still more
emissive than a simple reflecting surface, and hence would negatively impact the sensitivity
of the mission, unless it is cooled down to about 10 K (depending on the exact emissivity).
The reflective HWP has the advantage of easier thermalisation, since it has a reflective side
that can be thermally conductive.
Transmissive HWPs are an alternative to the reflective concept proposed for COrE .
Sapphire HWPs are used on balloons or in ground-based experiments (Hill et al. 2016; Kusaka
et al. 2014; The EBEX Collaboration et al. 2017). However, sapphire HWPs are currently
limited in size (to <∼50 cm). As an HWP modulates all the incoming polarisation, it is best
to use it as a first optical element, so that instrumental polarisation, such as induced by the
telescope, is not modulated. This has a consequence on the size of the entrance aperture.
To give a concrete example, let us assume that we select a design with a 30-cm transmis-
sive HWP as the first element in the optical chain. Such an aperture means that the angular
resolution would be a factor of approximately 4 times poorer than that of theCORE baseline.
The resulting angular resolution in CMB channels (of the order of 30′ at 150 GHz instead
of 7.5′), is sufficient in principle to search for primordial B modes. However, component
separation is compromised by the fact that in theCORE lowest frequency channel (60 GHz),
the angular resolution would be about 75′ instead, 2.5 times poorer than at 150 GHz. This
does not allow for component separation with the full set of frequencies down to the 30′
angular scale. In addition, at 75′ angular resolution, masking strong, polarised, and mostly
variable radio sources that contaminate the polarisation maps will leave many missing pixels.
Such a small aperture would also have an impact on the sensitivity of the mission, since a
smaller telescope necessarily means less throughput and a smaller available focal-plane area
for a given acceptable Strehl ratio. For a similar detector technology and implementation
design, the loss of sensitivity is directly proportional to the decrease in aperture diameter,
i.e., a factor of 4, for a final sensitivity of 6.8µK.arcmin for the full array (instead of 1.7),
clearly insufficient to reach the scientific objectives of CORE .
6.4.3 Mitigation or generation of systematics?
An HWP mitigates some systematics. A perfect HWP mitigates the impact of beam asym-
metry (assuming that the beam does not change with the rotation). It relaxes the need to
know the satellite attitude and pointing accurately. It allows for polarisation measurements
with single detectors, relaxing the need to know their spectral response very accurately. It
also helps with the impact of long-term instabilities that generate low-frequency noise, which
are modulated out of the main sky signal frequencies. An HWP, however, does not solve
everything; sidelobe signals, for instance, are modulated by the HWP at the same rate as
the scientific signal incoming from the main beam of the instrument.
A rotating HWP will also generate systematic effects of its own, which must be dealt
with in the analysis of the observational data (Essinger-Hileman et al. 2016; Moncelsi et al.
2014). Chromatic effects on polarisation rotation angles and polarisation efficiency must be
accounted for. Also, if detectors do not “illuminate” the HWP homogeneously (i.e., if the full
HWP aperture is not homogeneously coupled to the detectors by the downstream optics),
which is usually the case, any inhomogenities in the HWP thermal emission will generate
spurious signals at the HWP spin frequency and harmonics. To give the rough size, assuming
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illumination inhomogeneities of the order of 10%, and 0.5% temperature inhomogeneities
of a 5-K HWP with 1% emissivity, we obtain a spurious signal of the order of 2.5µK, 3
orders of magnitude larger than targeted CMB B modes (note that in reality, illumination
inhomogeneity is larger than that for edge tapering the aperture against sidelobes, but the
tapering is approximately symmetric, and the symmetric part of the illumination does not
generate this type of systematic effect).
Even for an achromatic, perfectly thermalised HWP, systematics due to transmission
inhomogeneities will be present. Inhomogeneities of the HWP transmission of the order of
0.1%, modulating a 3-K CMB signal, generate fluctuations of the order of 3 mK across the
HWP aperture. Even if the impact of these inhomogeneities averages out by integration over
the aperture, a small fraction will subsist, generating spurious signals at the HWP rotation
frequency and harmonics. Whether or not this signal can be kept below the noise must be
demonstrated with further work, since cancellation by several orders of magnitude is needed.
The impact of many of these imperfections can presumably be addressed in the data
analysis procedures. However, an HWP in the payload makes the response and properties
of the instrument explicitly time dependent (by design). This time dependence exists not
only for the instrument’s required polarisation response, but also for many instrumental
imperfections. Instead of calibrating these instrumental imperfections for one single stable
instrument, with a rotating HWP they would have to be characterised for each polarisation
angle (for instance, one sidelobe pattern for each HWP angle). If so, in-flight calibration of
instrument properties and data analysis would be significantly more challenging than with a
single, stable instrument with no rotating HWP.
Weighing the pros and cons, a design with no HWP seems both to be easier and to
allow for improved scientific performance. Hence it is the baseline forCORE . The mitigation
of systematic effects without an HWP is further discussed in section 7, as well as in the
companion paper on systematic effects (Natoli et al. 2017), in which simulation based analyses
show how polarization can be recovered without making use of a HWP.
6.5 Cooling chain
The performance ofCORE (and more generally of any future CMB space mission) is critically
dependent on operating a (potentially large) array of sub-kelvin detectors in space. Such
low temperature instruments have already been operated in previous space missions such
as Planck (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011), Herschel (Collaudin et al. 2010), and Hitomi
(Sneiderman et al. 2016), and are also planned for future missions such as Athena (Branco
et al. 2014; Charles et al. 2016). Nonetheless, cryogenic detectors in space are a challenge,
and an element of risk for the performance of the mission.
Following the strategy adopted for the Planck satellite, CORE uses the environment of
space to achieve the lowest possible payload temperature by passive cooling. Active coolers
provide stages at around 15–20 K, 4 K, 2 K, and 100 mK, with shields and thermal filters at
each stage that screen the coldest stages from the power radiated by the hotter ones. The
baseline active coolers, all European-made, are pulse tubes for the 15–20-K stage, Joule-
Thomson 4-K and 1.7-K coolers, and a continuous 3He-4He dilution fridge for the sub-kelvin
stage.
The development of the active cooling chain depends on the question of the redundancy
strategy to safeguard the mission against cooler failures. The cooling chain indeed is a single
point failure system, and thus it is in general a good philosophy to implement redundancy
here. There is, however, a drawback to this, each cooler that is kept off nonetheless thermally
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connects the cold stages to the hot stages, increasing the conductive load. For Planck , the
20-K sorption cooler was redundant (which turned out to be useful to extend the mission
lifetime, after faster than expected aging of the first sorption cooler unit), while the lower
temperature stages were not duplicated (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011). For CORE we
assume redundant cooling down to 1.7 K as a baseline, but with only one sub-kelvin cooler.
This can be reconsidered at later stages, in a trade-off between integration complexity (and
hence cost and schedule risk) versus in-flight failure risk. Details of the cooling chain design
can be found in the companion instrument paper (de Bernardis et al. 2017).
6.6 Mass and power budgets
The mass of the SVM is estimated to be about 1150 kg, and that of the PLM to be about
390 kg (telescope reflectors, assuming Silicon Carbide, 100 kg; structures, 120 kg; V-grooves,
90 kg; main payload shield, 40 kg; focal-plane instrument and thermal control, 40 kg), for a
total dry mass of 1540 kg. The mass of propellant needed for orbit injection and operations
is 150 kg (assuming the use of fly wheels for attitude control). The total wet mass is 1690 kg
(amounting to about 2 tonnes when margins are included).
The required on-board power is about 1700 W (2100 W with margins included), domi-
nated by a cooling chain requirement of 1290 W. The main power consumption is taken by
the two pulse tubes (450 W each). Solar panels, for a total effective area of 14.2 m2, populated
with the latest generation of triple junction 3G30% solar cells, are illuminated by the Sun
under a constant solar incidence angle of 30◦. This provides a worst case end of life electrical
power slightly above 2300 W (based on 190 W/m2 at normal incidence).
6.7 Scanning strategy and payload design
The payload described above is designed for a precession angle α = 30◦ between the spin axis
and the direction of the Sun, and scanning angle β = 65◦ between the line of sight and the
spin axis (see section 5.3). As discussed in Ref. (Wallis et al. 2017) however, temperature-
to-polarisation leakage effects are lowered when the precession angle α is increased while the
scanning angle β is decreased. This is due to the better distribution of polarisation angles
over the sky for a pair of detectors. In particular, all pixels can be seen with all possible
orientations only when α ≥ β, and with an appropriate choice of the spinning and precession
periods..
The choice of the precession angle α impacts the design of several subsystems of the
spacecraft. As α is the incidence angle of solar illumination on the bottom panel of the
spacecraft, the power on board for a fixed area of solar panels scales as cosα. The total area
that is available is A = ηpiD2/4, where D is the diameter of the bottom disc, restricted to
be less than the diameter of the fairing, and η is the fraction of the area that can effectively
be used taking into account the space needed for structural elements and telecommunication
antenna(s). Assuming D ' 4.5 m and η = 0.9, the area available for solar panels is A ' 14 m2.
For an on-board power of 2.1 kW, assuming 190 W/m2 from solar panels at normal incidence,
the precession angle is constrained to α ≤ 37.8◦.
The precession angle also impacts the geometry of the payload. Increasing α reduces
the volume of the shadow cone in which the cold payload must fit, unless one accepts that the
Sun illuminate the payload screen, or one changes completely the geometry of the payload.
The spinning period Tspin also impacts several sub-systems of the spacecraft. For a
3-axis stabilised system, the reaction wheels must compensate the total angular momentum
of the spacecraft. Assuming a moment of inertia similar to that of Planck, the total angular
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momentum of the spacecraft spinning at 0.5 RPM is ' 105 Nms. As large reaction wheels
can store ' 70-100 Nms, the spacecraft requires two such reaction wheels, which allows for a
maximum spin rate of 0.66-0.95 RPM. Pointing reconstruction accuracy also depends on the
spin rate, as star sensors used for attitude reconstruction become less accurate when they
scan fast. The combination of reaction wheel dimensioning and attitude reconstruction limits
the typical allowed spin rate to <∼2 RPM.
The CORE scan-strategy and payload design result of a compromise between these
different constraints.
7 Controlling systematic effects
The strategy to control systematics with CORE is based on in-flight calibration and depro-
jection of intensity leakage from polarisation maps in the data analysis process. Such de-
projection requires an accurate model of the instrument, which is not immediately available
before launch at the required level of accuracy. A first model of the instrument is obtained
from a combination of theoretical modelling and ground-based calibration. This first model
comprises estimates of: the beams for each detector (shape and pointing direction with re-
spect to the spacecraft reference frame); polarisation parameters (polarisation efficiency and
orientation of the polarisation sensitivity with respect to the spacecraft reference frame);
spectral response parameters (models and measurements of the spectral bands); and models
of radiation patterns, including 4pi sidelobe patterns. However, none of these ground-based
measurements or models can be expected to match the accuracy that is required to invert
the system of eq. (4.3) accurately enough for measuring polarisation B modes with errors
dominated by the nominal detector sensitivity. Additional instrumental knowledge must be
obtained in flight, either with dedicated measurements during a payload calibration phase,
or with the scientific data themselves. We sketch in the next subsections the general strategy
to achieve this.
7.1 Systematic-correction mapmaking
A linearly polarised detector scanning the sky along a (quasi-circular) path p(t) ideally ob-
serves
s(p) = I(p) + η
(
Q‖(p) cos 2ψ + U‖(p) sin 2ψ
)
, (7.1)
where Q‖ and U‖ stand for linear polarisation Stokes parameters in the frame where the
x-axis is along the scan and the y-axis perpendicular to it, and ψ is the angle of orientation
of the polarimeter with respect to the scanning direction, which is fixed by construction of
the payload and by the definition of a fixed spin-axis in the spacecraft frame. Here I, Q‖,
and U‖ should be understood as Stokes parameters of the sky emission smoothed with some
ideal symmetric beam. The polarisation efficiency, η, is ideally equal to unity, but can be
somewhat lower in practice with no major impact on the measurement as long as η is large
enough (closer to 1 than to 0) and that its value is known. The fact that the scanning is
quasi-circular (up to the slow precession of the spin-axis) defines at each pixel along the
scanning trajectory a natural frame in which the beams (for intensity and polarisation) and
the polarimeter orientation are fixed. If the scanning is at constant angular speed Ωspin
(which we assume), any time constant of the detectors (or more generally the whole impulse
response of the detectors and readout system) can also be included into an effective shape of
a scanning beam that does not change with time.
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To first order in polarisation and second order in intensity, systematic effects transform
the ideal signal of eq. (7.1) into the following:
s(p) ' I(p) + η (Q‖(p) cos 2ψ + U‖(p) sin 2ψ)
+ a‖∇2‖I(p) + a⊥∇2⊥I(p) + a×∇⊥∇‖I(p)
+ b‖∇‖
[
I(p) + η
(
Q‖(p) cos 2ψ + U‖(p) sin 2ψ
)]
+ b⊥∇⊥
[
I(p) + η
(
Q‖(p) cos 2ψ + U‖(p) sin 2ψ
)]
+ 2δ η
[−Q‖(p) sin 2ψ + U‖(p) cos 2ψ]
+ I(p) + ξ
[
Q‖(p) cos 2ψ + U‖(p) sin 2ψ
]
, (7.2)
where ∇‖ and ∇⊥, denote gradients along the scan or perpendicular to the scan, respec-
tively. When several measurements with different orientations (i.e., along different scans) are
combined to reconstruct the three Stokes parameters I, Q, and U , the second line generates
a leakage of I into polarisation by reason of beam ellipticity.2 The coefficients a‖, a⊥, and
a× measure the amplitude of each of the terms and depend on the amplitude and direc-
tion of the I-beam ellipticity with respect to the scanning direction. The third and fourth
lines represent the pointing error, and depend on the depointing of the centre of the beam
with respect to the nominal direction. This depointing, assumed to be fixed through the
duration of the mission, generates in particular a leakage of gradients of I into E and B,
and of gradients of E into B. Note that in eq. (7.2) it is assumed that the displacement is
the same for the I-beam as it is for the polarisation beams, but this assumption could be
relaxed. The third line corresponds to a pointing error along the scan (and could include the
impact of an error on the time constant), while the fourth line corresponds to the effect a
pointing error across the scan. The fifth line arises from the first-order expansion of the sines
and cosines when we replace angle ψ with angle ψ − δ, i.e., describes the impact of a small
misalignment of the polarimeter direction in the focal plane. Finally, the sixth line measures
the impact of photometric calibration errors and depolarisation due to incorrectly calibrated
cross-polarisation leakage.
We assume here that these effects do not vary with time, so that all the parameters,
a‖, a⊥, a×, b‖, b⊥, δ, , and ξ, are fixed and constant for any given detector (at least for a
long-enough period of time to make a map of a substantial fraction of sky). If all of these
parameters are known a priori with near-perfect precision (i.e., the instrument is perfectly
calibrated), then b‖, b⊥, δ, and  can be made to vanish (by correcting the pointing solution)
and can be ignored. Similarly, the polarisation efficiency correction term (for ξ 6= 0) can be
taken into account immediately in the map-making step by simply changing the value of η.
Only the corrective term from the second line of eq. (7.2), due to beam ellipticity, remains.
It is then possible to correct the observations from these remaining systematic leakage effects
as follows. First, construct a map of I that ignores them. Use that map to compute the
beam-asymmetry terms (the second line of eq. 7.2) and subtract them from the timelines.
Then use those timelines to obtain a new map of I, E, and B corrected for beam ellipticity.
The leakage of E and B into I in the first map-making process for I is a small higher-order
correction that can be ignored, although it is possible to iterate the correction if necessary.
This method has been investigated and shown in Ref. (Rosset et al. 2007) to perform well on
simulations in the framework of preparation for the Planck mission. A new implementation
2In fact, pointing error also contributes to this term, but if the pointing error is much smaller than the
beam size, this is a small correction only.
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has been developed specifically for CORE , and demonstrated to reduce the impact of beam
asymmetry well belowCORE ’s sensitivity target (de Bernardis et al. 2017; Natoli et al. 2017).
It is theoretically possible to do even better and correct the maps in the case where the
calibration is not perfect and the beam shape not exactly known. Instead of computing the
correction terms assuming that all of a‖, a⊥, a×, b‖, b⊥, δ, , and ξ are known, we instead
calibrate a‖, a⊥, a×, b‖, b⊥ by fitting for the five unknown parameters in a map-making
step (i.e., build the least-square map solution for I, Q, U , and all of a‖, a⊥, a×, b‖, b⊥)
assuming that all ∇2I(p) and ∇I(p) terms are known to first order from the first iteration
of the reconstruction of the intensity map, so that the system to be solved is linearised. We
then iterate once again, injecting in the system Q‖(p) and U‖(p) from the map of E to fit for
the terms  and ξ that govern the leakage of E into B.
7.2 Bandpass leakage correction
The previous paragraph deals with all of the angular response mismatch of a single detector.
When mapmaking requires differencing detectors that have different frequency bands, an
additional source of intensity-to-polarisation leakage arises. Each detector i observes the
integral of the sky emission over a frequency band hi(ν), so that the intensity detected by
each detector can be written as
di =
∫
dν hi(ν) [Iν +Qν cos 2ψi + Uν sin 2ψi] , (7.3)
where Iν , Qν , and Uν now are the Stokes parameters of the sky emission brightness as a
function of frequency ν, and hi(ν) is the frequency band of detector i.
The total sky brightness arises from the superposition of emission signals from different
astrophysical processes. In a given pixel, the total sky intensity is
Iν =
∑
c
fνc Ic, (7.4)
where fνc is the spectral emission law of component c, and Ic is the amplitude of component c
at some reference frequency (typically near the centre of the spectral band defined by hi(ν)).
Similar equations hold for Qν and Uν .
In principle, the spectral emission laws for all of the three Stokes parameters I, Q,
and U can be different for a given component of sky emission, but here we are primarily
concerned with the frequency band mismatch for I, which is the dominant term. The total
signal observed by detector i is
di =
∑
c
aic [Ic +Qc cos 2ψi + Uc sin 2ψi] , (7.5)
where
aic =
∫
dν hi(ν)fνc . (7.6)
This multi-component model replaces the single component model of eq. (4.3). Calibrating
the observations on one given component (e.g., the CMB) amounts to rescaling the obser-
vations so that for all i, aic = 1 for that particular component c. There is, however, no
guarantee that all of the coefficients aic will be the same for all components contributing
significantly to the observed emission; hence in the general multi-component case, it is not
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possible to calibrate the data so that all of the aic coefficients are equal to unity. A set of
different detectors measures in each pixel a mixture of components of the form
d =
∑
c
Acsc + n, (7.7)
with, for each component c, a component-specific “mixing matrix” for I, Q, and U :
Ac =

a1c a1c cos 2ψ1 a1c sin 2ψ1
a2c a2c cos 2ψ2 a2c sin 2ψ2
...
...
...
aNc aNc cos 2ψN aNc sin 2ψN
 . (7.8)
The consequence is that there is no immediate way to invert the observations to recover the
values of I =
∑
Ic, Q =
∑
Qc, and U =
∑
Uc from multi-detector observations. Unless
all of the coefficients aic are equal, any direct inversion assuming a matrix A calibrated on
one of the components will inevitably result in a leakage of I into Q and U for the other
components, compromising the interpretation of the observed polarisation. The problem is
further complicated by the fact that the emission laws of some of the components vary across
the sky.
The band-mismatch problem can potentially be severe for detecting low-level primordial
B modes. In units of MJy sr−1, the emission law of synchrotron scales roughly as ν−1, that
of thermal dust emission roughly as ν3.6, and that of the CMB as the derivative with respect
to temperature of a 2.725-K blackbody. The very different colours of these various emission
processess result in differences of a few percent between the various aic coefficients. For
CO emission, concentrated in thin spectral lines centred at frequencies that are multiples of
ν ' 115 GHz (and nearby frequencies for isotopologues), the exact spectral response may
vary significantly between detectors (e.g., by factors of a few).
Similarly to the impact of the angular response, the problem can be solved iteratively
as follows. In a first step, maps of intensity are obtained (neglecting the bandpass mismatch)
in several frequency bands. These maps are used to obtain maps of intensity for all com-
ponents in each of the average frequency bands, in a component-separation step. Estimated
component maps ŝc (with vanishing polarisation at this stage) are then plugged in eq. (7.5).
Expanding each mixing matrix as Ac = A+ δAc, that equation can be recast as
d = As +
∑
c 6=CMB
δAc ŝc + n. (7.9)
This is a linear system in the unknowns s and δAc, which can be solved by standard linear
inversion.
This method has been implemented on simulations of CORE , demonstrating that the
bandpass-mismatch effect can be reduced to a level compatible with the required mission
sensitivity with one iteration, provided that the mismatch between the bands is no worse
than was the case for Planck (Natoli et al. 2017). Additional technical details and results, as
well as a discussion of a second correction method, can be found in Ref. (Banerji et al. 2017).
8 Options
8.1 Descoping options
CORE is an ambitious mission. If a drastic descope were deemed necessary, one could consider
reducing the ambitions and concentrating on the observations that cannot be obtained by any
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other means and are crucial for achieving the science goals ofCORE , either with the mission
alone, or in combination with other observations that could be obtained independently (even
if not as well as withCORE ). Using the name “MiniCORE” to refer to this descoped mission,
we would require MiniCORE to provide at least the following capabilities.
• Clean, multi-frequency, full-sky CMB maps at large and medium angular scales, i.e.,
at all scales where foreground emission and cosmic variance dominate the errors for
measuring E modes and lensing B modes when the noise is below 5µK.arcmin, i.e., all
scales larger than about 10–15′.
• Full-sky maps of high-frequency foregrounds at all useful scales (i.e., down to a few arc-
minutes), to complement ground-based CMB observations at the same angular scale.
• CIB maps, for delensing the B modes (independently of methods based on CMB po-
larisation itself).
A downsized version ofCORE , with aperture reduced to 80 cm, 900 detectors instead of 2100,
mission duration of 3 years instead of 4 years, and reduced frequency range, would fulfill these
requirements. A possible distribution of frequency channels is outlined in Table 4.
Channel Beam Ndet ∆T ∆P ∆I ∆I ∆y × 106 PS (5σ)
[GHz] [arcmin] [µK.arcmin] [µK.arcmin] [µKRJ.arcmin] [kJy/sr.arcmin] [ySZ.arcmin] [mJy]
100 16.93 40 8.4 11.8 6.51 2.00 −2.0 12.7
115 14.81 40 8.2 11.7 5.92 2.41 −2.2 13.4
130 13.18 40 8.3 11.7 5.43 2.82 −2.5 13.9
145 11.89 90 5.6 7.9 3.34 2.16 −2.0 9.6
160 10.84 90 5.8 8.1 3.09 2.43 −2.6 9.9
175 9.96 90 6.0 8.5 2.88 2.71 −3.5 10.1
195 9.00 90 6.5 9.2 2.63 3.07 −7.0 10.4
220 8.04 90 7.3 10.4 2.39 3.55 . . . 10.7
255 6.99 90 9.3 13.1 2.15 4.29 5.7 11.2
295 6.08 40 19.6 27.6 2.96 7.91 5.7 18.0
340 5.3 40 31.1 43.9 2.81 9.98 5.6 19.8
390 4.62 40 55.9 79 2.75 12.85 7.1 22.3
450 4.00 40 120.9 171 2.75 17.11 11.3 25.7
520 3.46 40 315.2 445.8 2.79 23.18 22.4 30.0
600 2.99 40 987.9 1397.1 2.84 31.47 55.2 35.3
Array 900 2.3 3.2 0.90
Table 4. Possible MiniCORE frequency channels. The sensitivity is calculated for a 3-year mission,
assuming ∆ν/ν = 30% bandwidth, 60% optical efficiency, total noise of twice the expected photon
noise from the sky, and the optics of the instrument being cooled to 85 K. This configuration has 900
detectors, about 55% of which are located in CMB channels between 130 and 220 GHz. Those six
CMB channels yield an aggregate CMB sensitivity in polarisation of 3.6µK.arcmin (3.2µK.arcmin for
the full array). Entries for the thermal SZ Comptonisation parameter ∆y are negative below 217 GHz
(negative part of the tSZ spectral signature).
This downsized option still has angular resolution better than 17′ in all channels, in
order to observe both bumps of inflationary B modes. With eight channels between 100
and 220 GHz it can check for foreground contamination in CMB maps, but complementary
ground-based observations at 90 GHz (and below 40 GHz for monitoring the synchrotron)
would be useful. Dust and CIB are mapped between 255 and 600 GHz, with angular resolution
ranging from 3 to 7′, which is about adequate for complementarity with future ground-based
observations for CMB polarisation science. The aggregate CMB sensitivity of 3.2µK.arcmin
with the full array, slightly less than 2 times worse than the CORE baseline (4 times worse
in power), is still good enough for the lensing B modes to be mapped with S/N ' 1.5.
The primordial B-mode recombination bump is below the noise for r <∼ 0.006. This is not
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optimal, as it fails to clearly satisfy the “margins and redundancy” requirement. While the
final sensitivity can be improved a posteriori with an extension of the mission duration, more
descoping would not be adequate for addressing the science goals ofCORE and guaranteeing
scientific breakthroughs – including for the detection of primordial B modes. MiniCORE as
defined here can hence be considered as the “minimal” next-generation CMB polarisation
space mission.
This downsizing does not require any major redesign of the spacecraft. The smaller
telescope and payload would fit in an Ariane 6.2 launcher, without the need of a tertiary
mirror (provided the focal plane can still be shielded from stray light). The mass of the
focal plane would be drastically reduced, to about 3 kg instead of 8 kg, allowing for reduced
conductive losses and hence more margin on the cooling power. Additional details about the
instrumental configuration of this descoped option are available in the companion instrument
paper in this series (de Bernardis et al. 2017).
8.2 Upgrades
Going in the other direction, CORE could be improved in several ways for better scientific
performance. The most straightforward improvement would be to increase the sensitivity by
making all detectors dual-polarisation. This improves the noise level in all channels centred
at ν ≥ 115 GHz by a factor √2, for a total CMB sensitivity of 1.5µK.arcmin using channels
from 130 to 220 GHz (1.3µK.arcmin for the full array).
Another simple improvement with little impact on the overall design is to add frequency
channels above 600 GHz, for better addressing the Galactic and extragalactic science goals.
For instance, 96 photon-noise-limited detectors at 1200 GHz would increase the sensitivity
to dust and IR sources, at an improved angular resolution of 1′ instead of 2′ (which would
also provide improved pointing reconstruction using science data). This would require very
limited additional resources (negligible focal-plane area and small increase in telemetry).
Similarly, the use of multi-chroic detectors can potentially improve the sensitivity by
increasing the number of detectors by a factor of 2–3, potentially allowing a final map sensi-
tivity of 1µK.arcmin or better. This increased sensitivity would be useful for CMB science,
however, only if the foreground emission residuals in CMB maps can be reduced by a match-
ing amount.
Finally, one could consider increasing the telescope size for better angular resolution, and
hence improved lensing science and Galactic and extragalactic astrophysics studies. A small
aperture increase (e.g., aperture diameter D ' 1.5 m) could possibly be achieved simply by
optimisation of the proposed geometry. A more significant aperture increase (e.g., D ' 1.8 m)
would require both a revision of the baseline design, and an increase in the overall size of the
payload, which probably could only be considered within a large international collaboration.
With the large optical system, the available focal-plane area would also be increased, allowing
for more detectors and extra sensitivity.
While they do not drastically improve the performance for inflationary science or for
investigations of the cosmological model, the added value of increased angular resolution and
sensitivity is substantial for cluster science, extragalactic sources, and for exploiting CIB
maps to constrain star formation at distant redshifts. Some of the companion science papers
to this one investigate the added value of such upgrades.
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Mission Year Ndet ∆P Aperture Beam Nν ν range Nrec. tmap HWP
[µK.arcmin] size [GHz]
SAMPAN 2006 ∼ 10 000 2.7 30 cm 40′–20′ 6 70–545 6 months (yes)
EPIC-LC (NTD) 2007 830 3.0 30 cm 155′–16′ 7 30–300 6 months yes
EPIC-LC (TES) 2007 2 366 1.8 30 cm 155′–16′ 7 30–300 6 months yes
BPOL 2007 1 006 3.4 4.5 to 26.5 cm 15◦, 68′–40′ 6 45–345 8 months yes
LiteBIRD 2010 2 622 2.5 20 and 40 cm 69′–17′ 6 → 15 40–400 2 months yes
EPIC-IM (4K) 2009 11 094 0.9 1.4 m 28′–1′ 9 30–850 1 months no
EPIC-IM (30K) 2009 2 022 2.3 1.4 m 28′–1′ 9 30–850 1 months no
COrE (M3) 2010 6 384 1.8 1.2 m 23′–1.3′ 15 45–795 1 few days yes
COrE+ (M4) 2015 2 410 2.0 1.5 m 14′–1.4′ 19 60–600 1 few days no
CORE (M5) 2016 2 100 1.7 1.2m 18′–2′ 19 60–600 1 few days no
EPIC-CS 2007 1 520 1.8 3.0 m 15′–1′ 8 30–500 1 months TBD
PIXIE 2010 4 4.2 55 cm 2.6◦ tophat 400 30–6000 2 months no
PRISM (imager) 2013 7 600 1.1 3.5 m 17′–5′′ 32+300 30–6000 1 few days no
PRISM (spectro) 2013 a few 2.9 50 cm 1.4◦ 400 30–6000 2 months no
Table 5. Main characteristics of proposed CMB space missions. Columns are, from left to right: mis-
sion name (with possible options); year of initial conceptual design; number of detectors; aggregated
CMB sensitivity from all channels; aperture size; beam size; number of frequency channels; frequency
range; number of receivers (optical systems with a focal plane); typical time required to observe, with
a single 4-detector set, a sizeable, well sampled map (e.g., tens of percent of sky, connected, with no
holes); and whether or not the mission uses a rotating HWP. The three main vertical sections identify
missions focused on large-scale CMB polarisation (category 1, top), missions targeting most of CMB
polarisation science (category 2, middle), and missions specifically designed to also address science
objectives beyond CMB polarisation (category 3, bottom). In each category, missions are ordered
according to the year of design. Entries for LiteBIRD correspond to a recent version with 3 years of
observation, in which the initial number of six frequency bands in a single receiver evolved to a new
baseline of 15 bands with two receivers. The PIXIE sensitivity assumes a polarisation sensitivity of
70 nK for the full instrument (Kogut et al. 2011). PRISM has two independent instruments, specified
on two different rows, but both are part of the proposed baseline mission; the PRISM imager has 32
broad-band channels, and also a narrow-band spectrometer (with R = ∆ν/ν ' 100, for about 300
narrow spectral bands).
9 Discussion
We now turn to a discussion of our choices forCORE and put those choices in the context of
other CMB polarisation space missions. Table 5 gives the main characteristics of space mis-
sions that have been proposed or studied since 2007. The Table has three parts: (i) missions
with telescope aperture ' 30 cm, with relatively coarse angular resolution and noise level
>∼2µK.arcmin, targetting large scale CMB polarisation only; (ii) missions with a telescope
size in the 1.2-1.5 m range, with angular resolution of a few arcminutes and a noise level
in the 1-2µK.armin range typically, designed for comprehensive CMB polarisation science;
(iii) missions specifically designed for addressing a scientific program that extends beyond
CMB polarisation, with either high angular resolution, or including CMB spectroscopy as a
main science goal. Among the various options, CORE is the right choice for an ESA M-class
mission for the following reasons:
• It has the combination of resolution and low noise to give σr = 0.0004, thus clearly
distinguishing between inflationary models with r  0.001 or r = 0.003, avoiding in
particular the risk of a possible ambiguous hint of r = 0.002 ± 0.001, which would
neither be a clear detection, nor rule-out a Starobinsky-type inflationary model for
which r ' 0.003. We designed CORE with this capability because current theory gives
strong motivation for such inflationary models, and we believe that to be relevant in
the 2020’s any space mission must be able to provide this discrimination; Delensing
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capability is essential to reach this level of sensitivity: with lensing reconstructed by
CORE , one can reduce the lensing B-mode power by 70%, leading to an improvement of
a factor of 2.5 in the error on the amplitude of primordial gravitational waves (Challinor
et al. 2017).
• It has the necessary number of frequency bands, with noise per band sufficient to
measure sources of galactic emission. Any mission that aspires to measure primordial
B modes at ` < 20 must contend with foreground levels that are orders of magnitude
stronger than the B mode, and must contend with yet unknown potential foreground
complexities. Some of the early proposed polarisation missions do not have sufficient
foreground determination capabilities;
• A mission that targets only r may have a null-result as its main science output. While
setting limits on r has important consequences for the physics at ultra-high energies,
the resolution of the mission strengthens the CORE constraints on the physics of the
inflation, even if r is not detected, through high fidelity measurements of ns, of the scale-
dependent running of ns, and of non-Gaussianity. This requires the measurement of the
E-mode power spectrum over a broad range of `’s. We also believe a next generation
CMB space mission should provide a broader range of cosmological and astrophysical
results, serve a broader community of astrophysicists, and give a legacy dataset to be
mined for more than just inflationary physics. We designed CORE to provide cosmic
variance limited observation of the E modes up to ` ' 2500 and of the lensing B
modes up to ` ' 1000, enabling investigation of possible extensions with parameters
describing curvature, neutrino physics, extra light relics, primordial helium abundance,
dark matter annihilation, recombination physics, variation of fundamental constants,
dark energy, modified gravity, reionisation, cosmic birefringence. The ground-breaking
post-CORE overall reduction of the allowed parameter space will be as much as ∼ 107
as compared to Planck 2015, and 105 with respect to Planck 2015 + future BAO
measurements (Di Valentino et al. 2016). The angular resolution ofCORE is optimised
to probe a broad range of science goals while fitting within an ESA M-class mission
budget.
• We designed the scan strategy of CORE to give strong discrimination of polarimetric
systematic errors. We considered an alternative approach to mitigate low frequency
noise and polarimetric systematic effects - the use of a continuously rotating half-
wave plate - a technical risk that (i) would therefore increase costs, and (ii) is not
necessary given the mitigation provided by the scan strategy. Experience with sub-
orbital instruments suggests that a half-wave plate should be the first element in the
optical path. A half-wave plate, whether rotated continuously or in steps, with an
entrance aperture diameter larger than 0.5 m and compatible with the broad frequency
coverage required for foreground cleaning is a technical challenge with consequences on
costs and schedule.
9.1 Complementarity with sub-orbital experiments
Past experience with CMB temperature anisotropies shows that precision CMB science re-
quires a space mission when the dominating sources of error are foreground contamination,
cosmic variance, and systematic effects, rather than raw CMB sensitivity.
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The same will be true for polarisation. While the noise limit for E-mode and lensing
B-mode detection was first overcome by deploying increasing numbers of detectors observing
from the South Pole and the Atacama Plateau (not forgetting circumpolar balloon flights), a
comprehensive, precise and accurate cosmological exploitation of CMB polarisation (includ-
ing E modes and lensing B modes), cannot be made without a space mission.
This, however, does not preclude exploiting the best ground-space complementarity.
A diffraction limit of 2′ requires a 4.2-m telescope at 150 GHz (6.3-m at 100 GHz). While
such telescopes can be deployed on the ground, they cannot be envisaged in orbit within
the budget of an M-class mission. As demonstrated with SPT and ACT, even for mapping
temperature, such large telescopes perform well for measurements at `>∼ 500. They are a
perfect complement to a space mission that observes up to ` = 1000 (a 12′ beam) in the
same frequency range, providing a good overlap in sensitivity for cross-calibration of gains
and beams in the 500 ≤ ` ≤ 1000 angular scale range.
The combination of a spectrometer mission such as PIXIE, an imager such asCORE , and
a high resolution ground-based observatory would be very powerful for the best observation
and scientific exploitation of the CMB in the next decade.
10 Conclusion
Cosmological observations support a concordance inflationary ΛCDM cosmological scenario,
in which seeds for density perturbations are generated in the very early Universe during a
phase of cosmic inflation, by stretching to macroscopic scales quantum fluctuations of the
spacetime metric. These perturbations then evolve in the primordial plasma until baryons
decouple from radiation, releasing the CMB, and become free to collapse under the force
of gravitation to generate the large-scale structures observed in the present Universe. But
fundamental questions still remain: did cosmic inflation really happen, and if so what is the
physics that drives it? What are the dark matter and dark energy required by this scenario,
which appear to represent 96% of the total energy density in the Universe? Is there something
essential still missing in our understanding of our cosmos?
The CMB is a crucial tool for further investigating this global picture. Three space
missions have already scrutinised the CMB to exploit the scientific information encoded in
its tiny fluctuations of intensity and polarisation, largely contributing to the adoption of the
standard ΛCDM model. However, only temperature anisotropies have been mapped with
good signal-to-noise ratio over most of the sky and for most of the useful angular scales.
Much can still be learnt from detailed observations of CMB polarisation on all scales larger
than about two arcminutes: polarisation E modes are yet a largely unexploited probe of
the cosmological model; lensing B modes offer the opportunity to map all the dark matter
structures between the last scattering surface at z ' 1080 and present-day observers, to
further understand how it clusters and how it interacts; the detection of primordial B modes
on scales larger than about thirty arcminutes is essential to confirm the inflationary scenario
and obtain clues about the physics at work in the early Universe, on grand unification energy
scales 1012 times higher that those probed by the largest human-made particle accelerator to
date. These new observations of CMB polarisation still have the potential to revolutionise
our understanding of our Universe. Their optimal exploitation is a must.
Ideally, CMB polarisation should be observed accurately over the full sky, at all scales
down to about 2′, and with a sensitivity of the order of a fraction of a µK.arcmin. This is a
challenging task. While such a sensitivity can theoretically be reached observing continuously
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for a few years from the ground with several hundred thousand detectors, or from space with
several thousand detectors, controlling foreground contamination or systematic effects with
a matching level of accuracy is the major challenge to overcome in order to reach the science
goals of a future CMB polarisation survey. Space-borne observations of the CMB offer
unmatched precision and accuracy when astrophysical foreground emission, cosmic variance,
or instrumental systematic effects are the dominant sources of error in the interpretation
of CMB observations. This is the case for all angular scales down to about 10 arcminutes;
smaller scales, which require telescopes of size several metres, are best observed from ground-
based observatories.
The most effective scientific exploitation of CMB polarisation must hence make use
of the complementarity between the ground and space. The space mission must map the
polarised sky in more than 10 frequency channels with an angular resolution sufficient to
cover the range of scales where foregrounds or cosmic variance dominate the errors in CMB
maps, i.e., all scales >∼10′. Such a space survey can be complemented with ground-based
observations to extend the angular resolution down to 2′ in a few atmospheric windows; such
information is hard to gather from space by reason of the size of the telescope required to
reach this angular resolution at those frequencies. A space mission is, however, ideally suited
to map the high-frequency foreground emission (i.e., dust and CIB) above 300 GHz, with
a matching angular resolution of the order of 2′. This can be achieved with a metre-class
telescope in space, while the atmosphere precludes a wide and sensitive survey from the
ground at those frequencies. Dust must be mapped to accurately subtract its contribution to
CMB E and B modes and to characterise any possible residuals that could bias the extraction
of those signals. The CIB must be mapped as a useful tracer of cosmic structure, which is
essential to disentangle primordial B modes from lensing.
CORE reaches the sensitivity and angular resolution requirements of such a future space
mission, across a frequency range that extends from 60 to 600 GHz, with an array of 2100
cryogenically-cooled detectors at the focus of a 1.2-m aperture telescope. The sky is mapped
in 19 frequency channels with angular resolution ranging from 2 to 18′, for an aggregate CMB
survey sensitivity of 1.7µK.arcmin in polarisation after 4 years of continuous observations.
The observing strategy is such that 45% of the sky is mapped every 4 days, allowing for many
cross-checks of the measurement over the course of the mission, essential to control systematic
effects. Additionally, the broad frequency coverage, with six independent channels between
130 and 220 GHz, and CMB polarisation sensitivity of order 5µK.arcmin each, allows for
cross-checking to ensure that the measured CMB spectra are not contaminated by residual
foregrounds after subtraction of a model of polarised astrophysical emission. This built-in
redundancy is essential to ascertain the accuracy of the observed CMB, and avoid any false
interpretation of the observed sky emission.
CORE is designed to minimise systematic effects that could potentially be generated
by thermal instability or side lobe pickup of strong astrophysical emission: The spacecraft
and the scan-strategy are designed in such a way that the solar power absorbed remains
constant throughout the scientific observations. Sun, Earth and Moon are kept well away
from the line of sight at all times, and masked by absorptive screens that avoid illumination
of the focal plane, either directly or by reflection. With no moving part in the optical path
of the instrument, and with continuous observations in a very stable configuration, CORE is
designed for a maximally stable instrumental response, allowing to calibrate the instrument in
flight with an accuracy matching the stringent requirements of the measurement. This allows
for correcting potential systematic effects in a data-processing step that jointly measures the
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sky emission and relevant parameters of the instrumental response.
Should descoping be deemed necessary for technological or programmatic reasons, it
would be possible to reduce the aperture size to 80 cm instead of 120 cm, divide the num-
ber of detectors by 2, and drop the lowest frequency channels below 100 GHz (which are
the most challenging from space by reason of required volume and mass). This would in-
crease the dependence of the mission upon high-quality measurements from the ground in
all atmospheric windows, but would preserve most of the essential CMB polarisation science.
Alternatively, the quality of the survey could be improved with dual-polarisation and/or
multichroic detector technology, as well as with a somewhat increased telescope aperture.
Although optimised for accurate CMB polarisation observations, CORE also has the
potential to tackle additional science goals. Its sensitivity to foreground polarisation will
help understand the role of magnetic fields in the structuring the interstellar medium and in
Galactic star formation. By detecting tens of thousands of galaxy clusters (and hundreds of
thousands in combination with a high-resolution ground-based CMB survey), it will provide
a means to constrain the nature of dark matter and dark energy or to check for modified
gravity, independently of the primary CMB or of any other probe. By observing distant,
strongly lensed dusty galaxies and protoclusters of galaxies, it will help us to understand the
history of cosmic star formation and the role of baryons in the formation of matter structures.
Finally, the legacy value of the 19 accurate intensity and polarisation maps it will deliver to
the scientific community will make the CORE survey a lasting resource for many additional
astrophysical and cosmological investigations, the impact of which cannot yet be foreseen.
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A Impact of atmosphere on ground-based CMB observations
A.1 Atmosphere and detector sensitivity
Space-borne detectors benefit from a potentially very cold and quiet environment, allowing
for the sensitivity of broad-band detectors below 200 GHz to be limited by CMB photon noise.
From the ground, typical atmospheric emissivity in atmospheric windows is at the level of a
few percent, depending on the frequency and the amount of precipitable water vapour. This
extra radiation generates additional loading on the detectors, at the level of a few percent of
the atmospheric temperature of 230−290 K (i.e., 10–20 K of background), rapidly increasing
at frequencies above 200 GHz. The actual loading observed with the BICEP2 instrument is
22 KRJ (BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2014), partly due to the atmosphere, the rest being due
to the instrument itself (forebaﬄe, window and filters).
Figure 11. Top left: Typical atmospheric transmission from the Atacama plateau at 60◦ elevation,
for an average of half a millimetre of integrated precipitable water vapour. Top right: Load on a
detector for a ground-based instrument (black) and for a space-borne instrument with various payload
temperatures. In the ground-based case, we assume 3% total emissivity for the optics (telescope
reflectors and entrance window), and assume that all the environment is at 290 K, while for the
space mission we assume a telescope emissivity similar to that of Planck , and 0.5% stray light from
a black payload. Bottom left: Corresponding detector sensitivity (noise level of a single polarised
detector calibrated in intensity) as a function of band central frequency; we assume square bands with
∆ν/ν = 0.25, an optical efficiency of 60%, and consider single-moded detectors with a throughput of
λ2. Bottom right: Relative mapping speed of one single space-borne versus one single ground-based
detector with the same assumptions, also considering an observing efficiency of 25% from the ground
as compared to space.
Figure 11 compares the background load and noise level for a detector in the focal
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plane of a 40-K, 60-K, or 100-K space-borne telescope with emissivity similar to that of
Planck , with those of a ground-based detector with 3% emissive optics (total emissivity for
the telescope and the cryostat window if any), and 0.5 mm of precipitable water vapour,
observing at 60◦ elevation from the Atacama plateau. The emissivity of the space telescope
is modelled following the measured performance of thePlanck reflectors (Tauber et al. 2010b).
We assume square frequency bands with 25% bandwidth, 60% optical efficiency, and assume
that each detector integrates incoming radiation over a throughput of λ2, where λ is the
central wavelength of the band. We also assume that the total noise is
√
2 times the photon
noise, i.e., intrinsic detector noise at the same level as the photon noise, the two adding-up
in quadrature. The mapping speed comparison assumes an illustrative time efficiency from
the ground of 25% (due to maintenance, calibration, and discarding of data taken in bad
weather conditions). For instance, BICEP2 at the south pole had a total observing efficiency
of about 30% (BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2014) in the period extending from February 2010
to November 2012, while that of other ground-based experiments has typically been lower.
By comparison, the observing efficiency in space is expected to be close to 100%; thePlanck -
HFI data loss due to glitches ranges from 6% to 20% depending on the detector (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014b). Note, however, that such a good observing efficiency requires a
continuous sub-kelvin cooler.
Figure 11 shows that, within the atmospheric windows, a single space-borne detector can
reach a sensitivity equivalent to 100–200 ground-based detectors (depending on frequency,
and ignoring fluctuations of atmospheric emission, ground pickup and other systematics,
which further degrade the performance of ground-based observations relatively to space).
Outside of the atmospheric windows, i.e., close to the main O2 and H2O lines, and above
300 GHz, ground-based observations are extremely challenging, and a space mission seems
the only option to observe large patches of sky with good sensitivity and with an angular
resolution of a few arcminutes or better (i.e., without resorting to massively multi-moded
observations).
The sensitivity of space-borne detectors weakly depends on the temperature of the
payload. For instance, at ν = 150 GHz, the respective noise levels of a detector in the
conditions described above are 49, 43, and 40µKCMB.
√
s, respectively. This estimate is
slightly better than (but generally in good agreement with) the observed sensitivity ofPlanck
143 GHz polarisation-sensitive detectors, which range from 50 to 53µKCMB.
√
s (except for
one, which is at the level of 59µKCMB.
√
s (Planck HFI Core Team et al. 2011)).
A.2 Required observing time and focal-plane area
We now assume, for the sake of discussion, that we want to map CMB polarisation at the
level of σ = 5µK.arcmin over the entire sky (i.e., a sky fraction fsky = 1). Figure 12 gives the
number of detector-years of observation required to reach that sensitivity in polarisation, as a
function of frequency. The required order of magnitude is 500–1000 detector-years for a space
mission, and about 105 detector-years on the ground. This number scales proportionally to
1/σ2 and fsky, so results can straightforwardly be scaled to any required noise level and any
observed sky fraction.
Figure 12 also gives an estimate of the focal-plane area A required to reach this full-sky
sensitivity after 4 years of observation. For a single-mode pixel observing at wavelength λ,
the focal-plane area required is roughly proportional to λ2, i.e., A = κ2λ2 where κ2 is a
filling factor that depends on focal-plane technology and on the F -number of the telescope.
Assuming a filling factor of 9 (κ = 3) a focal-plane dimension of order 10 cm is required in the
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Figure 12. Left: Observing time required to reach a CMB polarisation sensitivity of 5µK.arcmin
(full sky equivalent) for a ground-based experiment and for a space mission for different assumed
payload temperatures. For an observing time of 4 years, about 200–300 detectors in the 100–150 GHz
frequency range are required from space, while on the ground about 2 orders of magnitude more
detectors are needed. Right: Typical focal-plane size required to reach the same sensitivity, assuming
here that 9λ2 of focal-plane area is required per detector.
focal plane of a space mission, while a focal plane of dimension around 1 m is required on the
ground to reach about the same performance. Multi-frequency, dual-polarisation detectors
can help reduce the size of the focal plane (e.g., by a factor
√
6 for dual-polarisation, trichroic
detectors), as long as their optical efficiency is not worse than that of single frequency, single
polarisation detectors.
From space, the most efficient frequency range (in terms of focal-plane area required
to reach a given CMB sensitivity) is between 170 and 200 GHz, depending somewhat on the
payload temperature (see right panel of figure 12). From the ground, the best observing
frequency (from a sensitivity per focal-plane area point of view) is 150 GHz.
A.3 Atmospheric emission fluctuations
In addition to emitting photons that contribute to the total photon noise of the observations,
atmospheric emission varies in time and over the sky. These variations are mostly due
to inhomogeneities of the precipitable water vapour (clouds) and of the temperature. For
an atmosphere at around 300 K with 2% emissivity, the total emission is of order 6 KRJ.
Temperature inhomogeneities of 0.1%, for instance, generate fluctuations of the signal of
the order of 6 mKRJ. Such fluctuations on the timescale of 1 s are more than an order of
magnitude larger than the 150-GHz detector white noise in typical observing conditions from
the Atacama plateau, shown in the bottom left panel of figure 11, and hence are the dominant
source of low-frequency noise in the data timestreams. In addition, since such inhomogeneities
are correlated over patches of several degrees, the large-scale noise they generate is correlated
between the detectors in the focal plane of a single instrument, and does not average down
as
√
Ndet. However, atmospheric emission is only very weakly polarised. A polarisation
modulator, such as a continuously rotating half-wave plate (HWP), typically reduces these
fluctuations of atmospheric emission by a factor of around 103, so they impact mostly the
measurement of temperature anisotropies, and much less polarisation. However, because B
modes are more than 3 orders of magnitude below temperature anisotropies, the atmospheric
noise cannot be ignored for CMB polarisation measurements on large scales.
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From the ground, observations at frequencies up to 300 GHz are theoretically possible
from sites with very low precipitable water vapour and stable observing conditions, such
as Antarctica or the Atacama plateau. However, even from such excellent observing sites,
broad-band observations at ν > 300 GHz are very challenging in practice, by reason of these
fluctuations of atmospheric emission. Since stratospheric balloons, which can avoid the noise
excess due to the atmosphere, are limited to short observing times (e.g., from a few days
typically to a few weeks for ultra-long duration ballooning), a space mission is the only viable
option to achieve low-noise, few arcminute-angular resolution, large sky area observations at
sub-millimetre wavelengths.
B Scan strategy optimisation
B.1 Main requirements and design drivers
We assume a scanning strategy such as that described in section 5.3, in which the satellite
is spun around its main symmetry axis with a period Tspin. The spin axis precesses around
the anti-solar direction with a period Tprec. The precession angle is α, while the line of sight
(LOS) is offset from the principal axis of symmetry by an angle β. Hence, while the satellite
scans the sky, the centre of the field of view (FOV) scans a near-circle of angular radius β.
In this appendix, we discuss the optimisation of α, β, Tprec, and Tspin.
Two general regimes of scanning can be considered. In the first one, where the precession
angle α is larger than the spin angle β, the trajectory of the FOV covers, over the time of
a precession period, an annulus for which small circles intersect at large crossing angles. In
addition, annuli observed at times separated by about β (in degrees) days generate large-
angle trajectory crossings for most of the observed pixels. For such a scanning strategy, single
detectors observe each pixel at very different angles that are almost evenly spread in [0, 2pi].
Hence, it should be possible to make single-detector maps with good properties of the final
covariance of the reconstructed I, Q, U maps: near-nominal noise for both polarisation Stokes
parameters; and low cross-correlation between the errors in the three maps. In the second
regime, where α < β, the trajectory of the FOV over one precession period also covers a ring
on the sky, but the trajectories cross at smaller angles. Large-angle crossings occur only for
data sets obtained at very different times in the mission. It may be necessary to combine
several detectors to make polarisation maps, which requires mitigating in the data-analysis
step both beam asymmetries and possible bandpass mismatches, i.e., the different response
of different detectors to the various astrophysical components present in the sky. The scan
geometries for the two scanning regimes are sketched in figure 13.
For the Cosmic Origins Explorer version proposed in answer to the ESA M4 call
(COrE+), the proposed scanning strategy used α = β = 45◦. In practice, it would be
desirable to slightly increase these values (either α, or β, or both), so that all the detectors
in the focal plane observe the complete sky. For the CORE version proposed in answer to
the M5 call, we set as a baseline α = 30◦ and β = 65◦, so that α + β = 95◦, which ensures
that all the detectors within a focal plane of angular radius of less than 5◦ do cover the full
sky. We now discuss the rationale for deciding between these options, and how they impact
the global design of the payload and the mission.
B.2 Practical constraints
Thermal stability: The temperature of the payload depends on the incidence angle of
solar radiation on the CORE spacecraft. To ensure the thermal stability of the payload,
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α	  >	  β	   α	  <	  β	  
Figure 13. For one complete precession, the FOV observes a ring of width |α+ β| − |α− β|. Left:
Case where α > β. Small rings cross at large angles, for a good coverage of angles over timescales of
order β days, and good distribution of scanning directions for most pixels on the sky over the course
of the mission. Right: Case where α < β. Large rings cross at small angles, but connect very distant
pixels on short periods.
the precession axis will be maintained anti-solar (and the payload symmetrical), so that the
integrated solar illumination on the solar panels at the bottom of the service module and on
the outer “V-groove” screen remains constant.
Sun, Earth and Moon screening: The Sun should never shine on the inner V-groove
screens nor on the payload itself. This requirement constrains the precession angle α to be
lower than a limiting value αmax set by the geometry of the shields. Similarly the Earth and
Moon should never shine directly on the detector array.
Making full-sky maps: The requirement that a given detector d be able to scan the full
sky imposes, for an anti-solar precession axis,
α+ βd ≥ 90◦, (B.1)
where βd = β+ ∆βd is the offset angle of detector d with respect to the spin axis. The angle
∆βd is set by the location of detector d in the focal-plane array and by the optical setup. To
make full-sky maps with all detectors, we need
α+ β ≥ 90◦ + θFP, (B.2)
where θFP is the angular radius of the imprint of the focal plane on the sky. Full sky coverage
for each individual detector is preferable. For CORE , the field of view is <∼5◦ in radius, so
α + β = 95◦ is appropriate. For much higher values of α + β, the Sun, Earth, and Moon
would come closer to the line of sight, which should be avoided.
Data transfer: Downloading the data to Earth requires pointing a steerable antenna to-
wards the Earth, and hence to cancel the spin and precession of the spacecraft. Either a
phased array such as that of Gaia (Allica et al. 2010), or a mechanical pointing system are
options. Possible Earth aspect angle θEarth and scanning speed depends on the specifications
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of the antenna (maximum boresight angle and tracking speed). The maximum Earth aspect
angle during a precession is:
θEarth = α+ arctan
(
rmaxorbit
1.5× 106 km
)
, (B.3)
where rmaxorbit is the major axis of the CORE orbit around L2. For example, if we assume
θmaxEarth = 60
◦ and α = 30◦, the maximum orbital radius is about 860,000 km, compatible with
a large Lissajous orbit (see Table 3). For α = 45◦ the maximum orbit radius is 400,000 km
(medium Lissajous), and for α = 50◦ we get a maximum orbit radius of 260,000 km (small
Lissajous). Injection into a large Lissajous orbit requires lower ∆v and hence less propellant.
This, however, is not a major driver for the mission, since the Ariane 6.2 launcher is designed
to carry several tonnes (significantly more than the mass ofCORE ) to an Earth-escape orbit.
B.3 Sampling
Co-scan sampling: Denoting as θ‖ the sampling angle along the scan (in arcminutes), we
have the following equation between the sampling period Tsampling and the spin period Tspin:
(360× 60) sinβ
θ‖
=
Tspin
Tsampling
. (B.4)
For Ns = 4 samples per beam length along the line of sight, β = 65
◦, and Tspin = 120 s
(CORE proposal baseline), the total number of samples per second for a detector with a 4′
beam is 199, corresponding to a sampling period of about 5 ms.
Cross-scan sampling: For each precession, the trajectory of the spin axis has an angular
length of about (360 × 60) sinα arcmin. Denoting as θ⊥ the “cross-scan sampling angle,”
i.e., the maximum distance (in arcminutes) between two consecutive scan paths, as measured
along the trajectory of the spin axis, we have
(360× 60) sinα
θ⊥
=
Tprec
Tspin
(B.5)
and a cross-scan sampling step of(
θ⊥
1′
)
= 3.75 sinα
(
Tspin
60 s
) (
96 hr
Tprec
)
. (B.6)
Ideally, this cross-scan sampling step should also be ' 1/4 of the beam size. For the baseline
parameters proposed in response to the M5 call (Tspin = 120 s, Tprec = 4 day, and α = 30
◦)
we obtain θ⊥ = 3.75′, which is not quite good enough for the highest frequency channels,
calling for an increase of the spin rate (1 RPM would be better). We note however that for
most of the sky covered by one precession the cross-scan sampling is actually smaller than
this maximum value (which is what we obtain for pixels on the trajectory of the spin axis,
along the circle of radius α = 30◦ centred on the precession axis).
Sky area covered during one precession: The sky area covered by one detector during
one precession period is the area of the sphere located between colatitudes |α−β| and (α+β).
The sky fraction fsky is
fsky =
1
2
(cos |α−β| − cos |α+β|) . (B.7)
For α = 30◦ and β = 65◦ (proposed baseline), 45% of the sky is covered for each precession
period.
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Data samples per precession: For each precession period, the number of data points for
a single detector is
Npts/prec. ' 4.67× 108 sinα sinβ
(
1′
θ‖
)(
1′
θ⊥
)
. (B.8)
The average density of data points per square arcminute for one single precession period is
Npts/arcmin2 ' 6.28
(
sinα sinβ
cos |α−β| − cos |α+β|
)(
1′
θ‖
)(
1′
θ⊥
)
. (B.9)
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Figure 14. Sky coverage (in units of square root of time in HEALPix map pixels for Nside = 512)
for a single detector after 4 days of continuous observation for two choices of parameters for the
scanning strategy. Top: Case A, CORE baseline parameters, with precession angle α = 30◦, scanning
angle β = 65◦, spin period 2 minutes, and precession period 4 days. Bottom: Case B, LiteBIRD-like
scan strategy, with precession angle α = 65◦, scanning angle β = 30◦, spin period 10 minutes, and
precession period 93 minutes. Square maps on the right show a detail in the gnomonic projection
centred at Galactic coordinates (0◦,−50◦).
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B.4 Optimisation
The optimisation of the scanning strategy must be a compromise between conflicting re-
quirements. We consider as a starting point two concrete examples. The first case that is
considered is the CORE baseline (Case A: α = 30◦, β = 65◦, Tspin = 120 s, Tprec = 4 days),
and corresponds to scanning according to the pattern in the right panel of figure 13, while the
second case (Case B: α = 65◦, β = 30◦, Tspin = 600 s, Tprec = 93 minutes) is representative of
an option that is considered for LiteBIRD, and corresponds to scanning according to the left
panel of figure 13. As discussed in Ref. (Wallis et al. 2017), scan strategy B is nearly ideal
in terms of distribution of scan angles on the sky for single-detector map making.
According to eq. (B.7), and as illustrated in figure 13, both sets of angles allow the
mission to probe the same sky area over one precession period. The sky-coverage as a
function of time, however, also depends on the choice that is made for Tprec/Tspin. In the
present example, scan strategy A fulfills the requirement to obtain a cross-scan sampling
angle small enough compared to the pixel size, while scan strategy B does not.
Figure 14 shows the sky coverage for one single detector after 4 days of observation for
both scan strategies, in units of
√
s per pixel in a HEALPix Nside = 512 map in Galactic coor-
dinates. In scan strategy B, large gaps are left between the scans; although they gradually fill
up as precessions are accumulated, the distribution of observing time is very inhomogeneous,
as clearly seen in the bottom panel of figure 14.
To match the CORE cross-scan sampling of 3.75′ when α = 65◦ and β = 30◦, we need
Tprec/Tspin ' 5220, which for Tspin = 10 minutes results in Tprec = 36 days. If we require a
precession period of 4 days, the spin period must be ' 1.1 minutes instead of 10.
In principle, it is also possible to adjust the ratio of Tprec/Tspin so that the gaps between
the scans fill up optimally as precessions are being accumulated. Still, the total number of
spin periods needed to fill in the wide ring is no less than 36 days if Tspin = 10 minutes. This
is not optimal for cross-comparison of maps obtained at different times during the course
of the mission. In addition, in 36 days the precession axis moves by about 35.5◦ to follow
the yearly motion of the Sun, leaving gaps in the sky coverage. To recover proper cross-scan
sampling, Tspin must be reduced. We note however that the cross-scan sampling requirement
is less stringent for LiteBIRD than for CORE because of its coarser angular resolution.
Optimally, for CORE , we may wish to retain the angles used in scan strategy B, but
modify Tspin and Tprec. However, as discussed in section 6.7, α = 65
◦ requires additional solar
panels and re-defining of the payload V-grooves, and Tspin = 1.1 min is more demanding on
the attitude control system. The parameters chosen forCORE are the result of a compromise
between these different constraints.
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